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Abstract

Jet grouting is a ground improvement method that creates cemented columns in the soil.
The soil is injected with different pressurized fluids, through the monitor, to replace and
cement the soil, often with water cement grout. There are three different common systems
for ejecting the fluids, the single, double and triple fluid system. The process is performed
from the ground surface by drilling to desired depth and then withdrawing the monitor
while rotating and ejecting and thus creating a column. There are many applications for
this technique. However, this thesis focus on using jet grouted columns in formation to
seal sheet pile excavations from water.

Firstly where the parameters that influence the spread of jet grout in the soil evaluated by
studying two different methods to calculate the mean diameter of the columns. The second
goal was to develop two probabilistic models, each for a certain sealing formation. The aim
was to estimate the area of holes that occur given certain parameters based on the Monte-
Carlo method. From this area an estimation of water flow can then be performed. The
two models where then applied and tested on three different projects around the capital
of Sweden, Stockholm. A parametric analysis was also performed to understand how the
parameters in the models influences the result i.e the normalized hole area.

The developed models where not possible to validate through the work of this thesis since
many more cases needs to be evaluated than the three available in this work. However,
does the authors believe that the results of the parametric analysis highlights what the
most important parameters are and that the models can be used as a tool to evaluate the
possible water flow that can occur through a jet grouted sealing barrier. The parametric
analysis showed that the mean diameter is the most important parameter while both the
methods to calculate it displays shortcomings. Therefore the diameter is suggested to be
confirmed by tests performed at site to ensure a satisfying result.

Keywords: Jet-grouting, probabilistic model, water, Monte-Carlo, holes
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Sammanfattning

Jetinjektering är en jordförstärkningsmetod som skapar cementerade pelare i jorden. Jor-
den injekteras med olika trycksatta vätskor genom en monitor för att ersätta och cementera
jorden. Idag används oftast en blandning av cement och vatten. Det finns tre olika system
för att injektera jorden med vätskorna. De kallas för enkel-, dubbel- och trippelsystemet
och särskiljs av hur m̊anga och vilka vätskor som injekteras. Utförandet sker fr̊an marky-
tan och g̊ar till s̊a att man först borrar till önskat djup för att sedan dra upp monitorn
samtidigt som man roterar och injekterar vätskorna, vilket skapar en pelare. Det finns
flera olika användningsomr̊aden men i denna uppsats är fokuset lagt p̊a att använda det
som tätning av sponter.

Till att börja med s̊a studerades och utvärderades de parametrar som p̊averkar jetinjek-
teringens utbredning i jorden. Detta gjordes genom att analysera tv̊a metoder för att
beräkna pelarnas medeldiameter. Utöver detta var m̊alet att skapa tv̊a probabilistiska mod-
eller, för tv̊a olika tätningskonstruktioner. Målet med modellerna var att uppskatta den
totala arean av h̊al som uppst̊ar givet vissa parametrar, baserat p̊a Monte-Carlo metoden.
Med den totala arean av h̊al kan man uppskatta vilket vattenflöde som kan uppkomma.
De tv̊a modellerna som skapades applicerades p̊a tre projekt i Stockholmsomr̊adet och
en parameteranalys har även utförts för att se hur parametrarna i modellerna p̊averkar
h̊alarean.

De utvecklade modellerna var inte möjliga att validera inom detta arbete eftersom fler fall
än de tre tillgängliga i denna studie skulle behövas. Dock tror författarna att resultaten
av parameteranlysen speglar vilka de viktigaste parametrarna är. Vilket innebär att mod-
ellerna kan användas för att ge en indikation av det möjliga vattenflödet som kan uppst̊a
genom en jetinjekterad tätning. Parameteranalysen visade att medeldiametern av pelarna
är den mest betydelsefulla medan b̊ada de utvärderade beräkningsmetoderna för detta
p̊avisar brister. Därför föresl̊as att diametern bör fastställas p̊a plats genom tester för att
säkerställa önskat resultat.

Nyckelord: Jetinjektering, probabilistisk modell, vatten, Monte-Carlo, h̊al
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List of Symbols

αinc The azimuth of the vertical inclination. [rad]

αpos The azimuth of the position. [rad]

β Characteristic velocity. [m/s]

βinc Deviation from the vertical. [rad]

∆h Disc height. [m]

∆p Shortest distance between the centres of two discs. [m]

∆St Lifting step. [m]

η Reduction coefficient due to jetting time. [−]

γg Unit weight of the grout. [N/m3]

Λ
Dimensionless parameter that describes the interaction between
the jet and its surrounding fluid.

[−]

λE Treatment efficiency. [m3/MJ ]

Λg
Dimensionless parameter that describes the interaction between a
grout jet and the surrounding fluid.

[−]

Λw
Dimensionless parameter that describes the interaction between a
water jet and the surrounding fluid.

[−]

Λg,a

Dimensionless parameter that describes the interaction between
a grout jet surrounded by a air shroud and the surrounding fluid
for the double fluid system.

[−]

µβ Mean value of the vertical inclination. [rad]

µd Mean value for the diameter. [m]

µg Viscosity of the grout. [Ns/m3]

µp
Mean value for the distance deviation from the centre-coordinate
position.

[m]

µw Viscosity of water. [Ns/m2]

Ω Water-cement ratio by weight. [−]

φ′ Effective friction angle. [rad]

ρ Correlation factor. [−]

ρc Density of the cement. [kg/m3]

ρg Density of the grout. [kg/m3]

ρw Density of water. [kg/m3]

σ′ Effective normal stress. [Pa]
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σβ Standard deviation of the vertical inclination. [rad]

σd Standard deviation for the diameter. [m]

σp
Standard deviation for the distance deviation from center coordi-
nate position.

[m]

θ′ The angle between the x-axis and x′-axis, see Figure 5.4. [rad]

θ′′ The angle between the x-axis and x′′-axis, see Figure 5.4. [rad]

A Area. [m2]

a0 Correction factor defined for vm0. [−]

a1 Empirical constant. [−]

a2 Empirical constant. [−]

Aholes Resulting hole area from simulation. [m2]

Ainc
Stochastic variable for the azimuth of the deviation in vertical
inclination.

[rad]

ainc Minimum value of the azimuth for the vertical inclination. [rad]

Anorm Normalized hole area. [%]

Aplug Total area of the bottom plug. [m2]

Apos
Stochastic variable for the azimuth of the deviation from the
centre-coordinate.

[m]

apos Minimum value of the azimuth for the position deviation. [rad]

Awall Total area of the wall. [m]

b0 Regression constant. [−]

b1 Regression constant. [−]

b2 Regression constant. [−]

Binc Stochastic variable for the deviation from the vertical inclination. [rad]

binc Maximum value of the azimuth for the vertical inclination. [rad]

bpos Maximum value of the azimuth for the position deviation. [rad]

c′ Effective cohesion. [Pa]

cu Undrained shear strength. [Pa]

cc Centre-distance in the layout. [m]

cc.x Centre-distance of the grid in the x-direction. [m]

cc.y Centre-distance of the grid in the y-direction. [m]

cxt/b X-coordinate for the centre position of the column at the top/bottom. [m]
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cyt/b Y-coordinate for the centre position of the column at the top/bottom. [m]

D Stochastic variable for the diameter. [m]

D0 Column diameter. [m]

d0 Diameter of the nozzle. [m]

Df Size of the No. 200 sieve. [mm]

Dr Diameter of the monitor. [m]

D50 Average particle size. [mm]

dij The distance between the i’s and j’s largest circles, see Figure 5.4. [m]

Dpos
Stochastic variable for the deviation in distance from the centre-
coordinate position on the ground surface.

[m]

dpos Distance deviation from center coordinate position. [m]

fp Global failure vector. [m]

gx X-coordinate for the exact defined position in the idealized grid. [m]

gy Y-coordinate for the exact defined position in the idealized grid. [m]

h/L Hydraulic gradient. [−]

hb Depth to the bottom of the column. [m]

ht Depth to the top of the column. [m]

ht/b Depth from the ground surface to the top/bottom of the column. [m]

K Hydraulic conductivity. [m/s]

k Dimensionless exponent based on laboratory test. [−]

Lx Layout x-coordinate. [m]

Ly Layout y-coordinate. [m]

M Number of nozzles. [no.]

m Number of columns in the x-direction. [no.]

Mc Content of fine particles smaller than 75 µm. [%]

N Number of passes of the jet. [no.]

n Number of columns in the y-direction. [no.]

NI Number of iterations. [no.]

P Correlation matrix. [−]

p Ejection pressure of the jet. [MPa]

pa Pressure of the injected air. [Pa]
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pf Failure probability. [−]

patm Atmospheric pressure. [Pa]

Q Flow rate. [m3/s]

qu Erosion resistance of the soil. [Pa]

ri The radius of the i’s largest circle. [m]

Rs Rotation speed of the monitor. [rpm]

scx X-coordinate for the centre position on the ground surface. [m]

scy Y-coordinate for the centre position on the ground surface. [m]

v0 Outlet velocity. [m/s]

VC Total injected volume of grout per unit meter. [m3/m]

Vg Injected volume of grout that remains in the ground. [m3/m]

vL The critical velocity needed to erode the soil [m/s]

vm Horizontal tangential velocity of the nozzle. [m/s]

vs Withdrawal rate. [m/s]

vm0 Horizontal tangential velocity defined together with a0. [m/s]

X Matrix for x-coordinates of the discs. [m]

xL Maximum erosion distance. [m]

xijk
The x-coordinate for the intersection point on the line between
the i’s and j’s largest circles and the border of the k’s circle.

[m]

xij
The x-coordinate for the intersection point between the i’s and
j’s largest circles, see Figure 5.4.

[m]

Y Matrix for y-coordinates of the discs. [m]

yijk
The y-coordinate for the intersection point on the line between
the i’s and j’s largest circles and the border of the k’s circle.

[m]

yij
The y-coordinate for the intersection point between the i’s and
j’s largest circles, see Figure 5.4.

[m]
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1 Introduction

1.1 Jet grouting

The development of what we today call Jet grouting started in Japan in the 70’s. The
initial aim was to investigate the use of high speed jets to erode and mix the ground
together with chemical grout from pre-drilled boreholes (Nakanishi 1974). This process
produced cemented bodies within the soil which improved the material properties of the
ground, especially in terms of compression strength and permeability. The chemical grout
was later replaced with the cement-based grout mostly used in today’s applications. Today
jet grouting is widely used in Asia, central Europe and North America (Croce and Modoni
2007; Kimpritis et al. 2018; Croce, Flora, et al. 2017 among others).

Jet grouting is an in-situ ground improvement method that make use of and remove some of
the existing ground material and combine it with a cement-based grout to create cemented
elements inside the ground (Hislam and Smit 2012). Jet grouting is not only possible to
use in projects at the ground surface but has also been used in underground projects, e.g.
tunneling (Lignola et al. 2008). The soil mixing is performed using a drill rig equipped
with a special drill head called monitor that is connected through the drill string and
further connected by hoses to the jet grouting plant. The plant setup varies depending
on the specific technique used but in general consists of compressors, pumps, agitator and
grout mixing equipment. The monitor is often equipped with a drill bit so that it can
be used to create the initial hole needed for the jet grouting process. The drill bit has a
slightly larger diameter than the drill string, creating a annular gap that makes flushing
possible during both drilling and mixing. The mixing is performed using highly pressurized
grout or multiple fluids passing a nozzle pointing perpendicular to the drill string. Passing
the nozzle a jetting effect is created, eroding and cutting the soil close to the borehole
and replaces or mixes it together with the grout. Different geometries can be created by
moving the monitor while jetting. The most common geometry is columns created around
the initial borehole by rotating and lifting the monitor. The withdrawal can either be done
step wise or continuously (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). The column diameter varies normally
between 0.75 m and 2 m (Hislam and Smit 2012) and they can be combined in patterns,
and thus creating geometrical formations.

In Sweden clay and till are the most common soil types, deposited during the most recent
ice age and in many cases the till is stiff and contain boulders (Lundqvist et al. 2011).
Therefore it might not be possible to reach the desired depth or bedrock when installing
the sheet pile wall. Since boulders and to stiff soil obstruct the sheet piles. In these
conditions jet grouting columns in formation, as described in Subsection 3.3, can be used
as an extension of the sheet pile wall to desired depth, consequently creating a watertight
wall below the sheet piles. Jet grouting can also be used to seal the bottom of the excavation
as a bottom plug. By placing the columns in formation close to each other a slab is created
between the sheet pile walls and thus creating a dry excavation. Consequently lowering
the intervention on the ground water deposits, which are vital to control and manage in a
sustainable society.

The use of jet grouting to seal sheet pile excavations is increasing in Sweden due to the
sensitive clay deposits and the lack of other land to exploit. However the knowledge to
what extent the sealing actually works is still unexplored.
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1.2 Aim and purpose

The aim of this master thesis is to increase the knowledge about a not to commonly
used ground improvement method in Sweden, Jet grouting. In particular in the area as a
sealing component for sheet pile excavations. The method has been used for some time
with varying results. Since the restrictions for lowering of groundwater in many cases are
strict to limit settlements of existing structures, the need for sealing to work properly is
of the essence. If the sealing does not work as intended there will in many cases be claims
put forward and risk for severe economical and environmental consequences. Another
important factor is the legality of affecting the groundwater reserves, which is handled in
the Swedish Environmental code, (1998:808), miljöbalken, chapter 11. It is stated that if
any intervention is performed on the current ground water state a petition to obtain a
water-rights judgement is required. If the petition is accepted it is allowed to intervene on
the current ground water state. The current handling time for a water-rights judgement is
eight to twelve months. Because of the long handling times a lot of actions is performed
to limit the possible effect on the groundwater, jet grouting being one of them. To be
able to not file for a water-rights judgement. However if the sealing turns out to not work
good enough and no water-rights judgement exists, there will be problems for the involved
parties.

Since jet grouting can be used in several different configurations and for several different
purposes there is a lot to consider when a design is to be performed. To simplify these
considerations when dealing with sealing of sheet pile excavations the following questions
are examined.

• How reliable are the methods that exist today to validate the sealing effect?

• Is jet grouting a viable option for sealing sheet pile excavations?

• What is a reasonable level of water inflow after completion?

The thesis has evaluated specific cases from projects in the Stockholm region. It also looks
into the relevant available scientific literature. The purpose of this is to evaluate how
different parameters such as soil conditions and execution influence the sealing result. The
aim of the evaluation is to develop and use two probabilistic models for calculating the
normalized hole area. The results from the probabilistic models are then used to estimate
the water inflow per unit time and area. All this is based on the main parameters for
each case and and the aim is to understand how these parameters influence the end result.
With the goal of providing a tool, as described in Hantering av geotekniska risker i projekt
- krav, to evaluate the geotechnical risk of intervention on the groundwater depositories.
Which leads to the following questions:

• Is it possible to produce a suitable probabilistic model for estimating inflow based on
the collected data?

• If so, how do the parameters influence the resulting normalized hole area?

• And how reliable is the models and can they estimate the water inflow in the case
studies to a desirable extent?

With the knowledge gained from evaluating the questions the goal is to recommend certain
situations where jet grouting is appropriate to use for sealing sheet pile excavations. But
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also to provide an aid to estimate water ingress into such excavations through the proposed
probabilistic models. All this put together will hopefully increase the confidence in jet
grouting as sealing method, making it a viable option to consider when the goal is; dry
excavations below the ground water table with limited disturbance of the surroundings.

1.3 Scope

This master thesis explores five main areas of interest distributed over five sections trying to
answer the questions stated in Subsection 1.2. The first section, The jet grouting methods,
will start to investigate the jet grouting method, how it is performed, when and where can
it be used and for what purposes. This is carried out by studying literature on the subject.

In the second section, Swedish geological conditions, the aim is to examine the Swedish
geology, explaining different soil constellations and conditions. It starts with a brief history
of Sweden’s geology, continuing describing the soil distribution, and the suitability of the
jet grouting method in the different soil conditions.

In order to create the probabilistic models, as mentioned in Subsection 1.2, the third section
explores Jet grouting used as a method for sealing excavations. It treats the technical parts
of jet grouting, trying to explain the process and important parameters using physics and
mathematical models. It also describes the methods that the probabilistic models is based
upon. Methods for validating the results will also be discussed as well as their reliability.

To evaluate the probabilistic models for the normalized hole area a parametric analysis is
performed on each of the models in the fourth section, Parametric analysis. This is done
to evaluate which parameters are most important to ensure a significant result.

In the fifth and last section, Case studies, three projects in the Stockholm region has been
studied. The data collected and processed from the projects is meant to provide the means
to evaluate the two probabilistic models, one for sealing under the sheet pile toe and one
for sealing with a bottom plug, to estimate the inflow of water. The two probabilistic
models are described in detail in Subsection 5.2.

1.4 Limitations

Several different jet grouted shapes can be performed by changing the rotation and lifting of
the monitor (Tsuchiya et al. 2018). However, in this thesis cylindrical jet grouted structures
i.e columns will be the shape of interest and the shape treated in detail. One reason for this
is that in the case studies performed in Section 7 all jet grouting is executed as columns. A
second reason is that it is the most commonly used shape in practice (Croce, Flora, et al.
2017).

As later presented in Subsection 3.3 there are many different applications for jet grouting.
However, in this thesis the application is limited to the use of jet grouting to seal sheet pile
excavations from water, by using jet grout columns in different formations. The reason for
this is the fact that there are many sheet pile excavations performed in the Stockholm region
today that has strict restrictions regarding lowering the groundwater table. Therefore
methods need to be used to limit the water inflow and jet grouting is such a method, as
presented Subsection 3.3. In the same Subsection, it is described that bottom plugs can
be constructed in different shapes. However, only bottom plugs performed as blocks are
treated.

3



As mentioned in Subsection 1.1 the use of jet grouting is more common in Asia and central
Europe than in Sweden. The soil conditions in Sweden are quite different from those soils
were jet grouting has become a popular method. The soils in these areas are often more
homogeneous and have a lower average particle size (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). Due to
the previously limited usage in Sweden, few investigations have been performed to address
this difference. This have resulted in a lack of knowledge in the actual performance of jet
grouting in these kinds of soils. Therefore this thesis is limited to the use of jet grouting
for sealing sheet pile excavations in the common soils of Sweden and the Stockholm region
to address these problems.

Two probabilistic models are developed, described in Section 5.2, to approximate the area
of holes that occurs in two different types of sealing structures performed with jet grouting.
In both models there are limitations, described in detail in Section 5.2.3.

4



2 Introduction to methods and methodology

The methods chosen to investigate and answer the questions stated in Aim and purpose are
a case study, a literature investigation and the development and analysis of two different
probabilistic models. In the following sections a short introduction of the methods and
methodology of each part is presented. In the later sections the methods is described more
in detail.

2.1 Literature study

A literature study has been conducted to acquire relevant background information of the
subject. In the literature study it is confirmed that the subject of this thesis, sealing sheet
pile excavations with jet grouting, and especially methods to predict water in-flow, is not
widely treated in existing works for Swedish conditions. Furthermore the method of the
literature study consists of three parts,

• Where is information searched for? Through KTH, Royal institute of technology,
access is granted to several databases and search engines for published works. Some
of the databases and search engines that are used is, DiVA, Google books, Google
scholar, Knovel and KTH’s library search engine.

• How is the information searched for? To search for material relevant for the subject
of this thesis, different configurations of the features of interest, see Table 2.1, is
applied in the earlier presented search engines and databases.

Table 2.1: Search terms utilized in the thesis.

Search terms
Search terms for The jet grouting methods and

Jet grouting used as a method for sealing excavations
Jet grouting Sealing Excavation
Ground improvement Stop water Sheet pile wall
Ground injection Water ingress Retaining structure
Ground cementation Water leakage Shaft
Ground reinforcement Stop flow Hole

Water cut-off
Shadow effect

Search terms for Jet grouting used as a method for sealing excavations
Probabilistic Model Jet grouting
Statistical Approach Sheet pile toe
Probabilistic Design Bottom plug

Method

Search terms for Swedish geological conditions
Swedish Geological Conditions
Scandinavian Soil Properties

Distribution
History
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• What criterion is used to include material as a source and how is the source ranked?
The material needs to fulfill the requirements in Table 2.2 to be included in the thesis.

Table 2.2: The types of material utilized as sources.

Inclusion criteria and ranking of source
Inclusion criteria Ranking
Relevant for the subject Peer-reviewed (1)
Scientific material Material based on peer-

reviewed material (2)

With respect of the ranking of sources, see Table 2.2, peer-reviewed material is considered
to hold the highest quality and that material is often published in scientific journals, as ar-
ticles. However some conference articles may also be peer-reviewed and those are therefore
also considered to have the highest ranking, both types of sources is used. Sources that are
ranked (2) is considered to be books or compilations based on several sources where some
is peer-reviewed and some not. Although the non peer-reviewed sources is still scientific
sources, like conference articles. The types of sources in ranking (2) is also utilized in the
thesis.

2.2 Case study

Data collection of the jet grouting process was done continuously at all three sites mostly
through a monitoring system developed by a french company, Jean Lutz, or by similar
systems. It is a system every jet grouting rig normally is equipped with and through
sensors the system measures and stores a set of parameters. The output is then visualized
as graphs and numbers as can be seen Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Example data in case study from monitoring system.
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Table 2.3: Information from different investigation methods (Geoteknisk Fälthandbok
2013).

Information gained from different methods, ranked
1,2,3, where 1 is most appropriate.

Investigation
method

Soil profile Soil depth to
rock

Soil classi-
fication

CPT 1 - 2
Hfa 3 2 3
SPT 3 - 3
Jb - 1 3
Vb - - 2
Skr 1 - 2
Kv 3 - 1

As presented in Figure 2.1 each column is registered by itself and the most usual parameters
logged from the sensors are,

• Drill depth, jet depth and jet length

• Drilling rate (m/h), rotation speed for drilling (rpm)

• Extraction step (cm), stationary time (s) and rotation speed when extracting (rpm)

• Grout pressure (bar), air pressure (bar), grout flow (l/min) and volume grout by
meter (l/m)

Data regarding soil conditions, which is described in detail in Section 7, is collected through
the initial investigations done by different techniques at each site. Several different tech-
niques is used at the three sites, Cone penetration test (CPT), Ram penetration test
(Hfa), Standard penetration test (SPT), Soil-rock probing (Jb), Vane test (Vb), Helical
auger (Skr) and Piston sampler (Kv). In Table 2.3 the output of each method that is
of interest regarding jet grouting is presented. It is also presented how appropriate each
method is for evaluating the different soil properties.

Other methods could be used, however the choice of methods depends on the information
that is needed to be able to design the excavation. Therefore at certain parts of the
site certain methods are utilized and the choice of those methods in that part is based
on common practice and experience. Thus if the goal is to create a probabilistic model
that could be used today it should be based on data or use input of data that already is
commonly gathered. Furthermore some of the methods in Table 2.3 do not yield that much
information regarding the properties that is of interest when using jet grouting. However
they do produce information vital for other parts of the design process, like structural
design.

In the case studies an estimation of the mean column diameter is performed by two different
methods presented in Subsection 5.1.1. The input is based on the data acquired from the
monitoring system presented above and soil investigations. The first method by Shen et al.
(2013) is chosen since it is named, Generalized approach for prediction of jet grout column
diameter, which indicate that it should work in several different soil conditions. The second
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method by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017) is chosen since it is less extensive and therefore also
possible to use during production.

2.3 Probabilistic models

Two probabilistic models are developed to asses the normalized hole areas of the two
different sealing types. As a first step it is evaluated how the construction process works
and how the ground properties influences the outcome, and how this can be included in
the models. To develop the probabilistic models the following parameters are therefore
considered:

• Probability of gaps in the jet grout formation, which for example is dependent on:

– The probability for shadow effect,

– the probability for column separation due to the diameter, length and execution
precision and

– the jet grouting system used.

• The permeability of the jet grout columns them self and the original soil, which for
example is dependent on:

– The soil composition and properties and

– the grout mixture.

The developed probabilistic models and common hydraulics are used to calculate the wa-
ter inflow in to the excavation based on the collected and processed data from the case
studies. The results is then compared, by the method described in Subsection 5.3, with
the measured inflows from the possible pumping tests performed on site. The probabilistic
models are constructed with Monte-Carlo methods, which is based upon random numbers
that follow arbitrary probability density functions (Honjo 2008). The reason for using
Monte-Carlo simulation is that of calculating many outcomes with several uncertain sta-
tistically distributed variables which yields a output that can be statistically evaluated to
answer something with a certain degree of confidence. In Section 5 the method of each
model is presented. The probabilistic models created is then tested by parametric analysis.
The reason is to understand how a change in one parameter affects the result and thereby
conclude which variables that is the most important to have the least uncertainty in. This
is done by using a reference simulation with certain decided input and then varying one
parameter at a time by ±20% and ± 10%. The parametric analysis is described in detail
in Section 6.
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3 The jet grouting methods

This Section explores the method of jet grouting by first describing the process of creating
the cemented bodies and the equipment used. As well as the physical interaction within the
ground and the creating mechanisms. This part also touches the limitations and possible
side effects of the process. Finally handling possible construction parts ending in the two
components of interest for this thesis.

3.1 The jet grouting process and equipment

Jet grouting increases the soils strength and decreases the permeability of the soil, with the
exception of clays. The jet grouting process is performed through drillholes using radial
fluid jets and cylindrical shaped zones of grouted soil is created, co-axially with the hole.
The high pressure radial jets erode the soil allowing the grout to penetrate. The high
pressure fluid is also used to transport part of, or all soil and grouting residues to the
surface, this back flow is called the spoil (Burke and Yoshida 2012). The fluid mostly used
to create the cemented bodies today is water-cement grout, though chemical grout is also
a possibility.

Three different types of common grouting systems exist today; single, double and triple
fluid systems. What characterizes the three systems from another is the mix of fluids that
are ejected through the radial jets. The device that ejects the fluids into the soil is called
the monitor, in Figure 3.1 sketches of typical cross sections for each systems monitor is
presented. The monitor is in most cases equipped with a drilling bit however in some cases
pre-drilling is used and the monitor is not equipped with a drill bit. Each grouting system
uses a specific monitor which ejects the fluids in the desired way.

Figure 3.1: Monitors for the three typical jet grouting systems. (a) Single fluid, (b) Double
fluid and (c) Triple fluid.
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Figure 3.2: Jet grouting plant setup for double fluid system with water as flushing media.

Furthermore there is another way of ejecting the fluids instead of perpendicular to the rod
which is not as commonly used, the cross jet system. In the cross jet system there are
two inclined radial jets designed to collide at a certain distance from the monitor, with the
purpose of creating a more regular column diameter (Shibazaki 2003). In the single fluid
system, see Figure 3.1a, the grout is ejected through one or more nozzles. For the single
fluid system the eroding effect and the cementation is caused by the same fluid, the grout.
In the double fluid system, see Figure 3.1b, the eroding effect and cementation is still done
by the grout, however the eroding effect becomes more effective with the help of highly
pressurized air. In this system the jet of grout is surrounded by a jet of high pressure air
ejected through a circular nozzle. By adding the air shroud the energy loss of the grout
in the soil is reduced and therefore makes it more effective, increasing eroding distance.
A second version of the double fluid system is also available though not used in the same
extent. In this system a water jet is used instead of the pressurized air and the grout and
water is not ejected through the same nozzle. In the upper part of the monitor the jetted
water is ejected with the purpose of eroding and remoulding the soil. In the lower part
of the monitor the jetted grout is ejected with the purpose of cementing the soil which
was previously eroded and remoulded by the water jet. Finally the triple fluid system, see
Figure 3.1c, has some similarities with the second version of the double fluid system. In
both systems the eroding and remoulding of the soil and the cementation is separated. In
the upper part of the monitor jetted water is ejected shrouded with pressurized air in the
same way as in the double fluid system. The fluids ejected in the upper part erodes and
remoulds the soil. In the lower part of the monitor the grout is ejected for the cementation.
Usually the grout is ejected with lower velocity since the air shrouded water jet already
have eroded and remoulded the soil, the process becomes very effective using the water jet
shrouded with air. However the grout jet can be used to erode and remould the soil even
further if it is ejected with higher velocities. This could make the treated soil volume even
greater (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017).
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Figure 3.3: The site setup used for single fluid system in Slussen, Södermalm. The plant
can be seen in the upper left corner and the grout rig in the center.

To be able to perform jet grouting at site a system of different equipment is needed. A
cement storage is needed that is connected to a dosage and mixing plant. Secondly a
high pressure pump is needed to pump the grout. When using the double fluid system(see
Figure 3.2), an air compressor is also needed and when using the triple fluid system, a
high pressure water pump is needed as well. The last part needed is the drilling equipment
which consists of the drill rig, string rods, monitor and the circuits feeding the monitor. In
Figure 3.3 a site setup for a single fluid system is presented.

The grout mixing is an important part of a successful result. Therefore it is preferred to
have an automatic plant that can ensure a continuous production and one that is able
to register and measure the number of mixes and the individual quantities of each mix.
Normally the cement content is measured with a scale and the water and other possible
additives is registered with a volumetric dosing device. The mixing is carried out by a
high-turbulence mixer and the grout is then moved to a storage container where a low
speed agitator keeps it from hardening. Normally the plant needs to produce 10 − 20 m3

of grout an hour to provide one grouting rig. A continuous production presupposes that
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Figure 3.4: The jet grouting process, double fluid system.

the cement storage is re-stocked when required. The pumps and compressors used is also
a vital part of jet grouting. The grout pump is connected to the storage container. The
pumps used for jetting the grout need to be able to create a very high pressure, often as
high as 50 MPa and in some cases even higher. In the triple fluid system the same kind
of pressures are required for the water pump. In the double and triple fluid systems as
mentioned above, a air compressor is also used to create air shrouds and these compressors
need to be able to create pressures around 0.5− 1.5 MPa (Shen et al. 2013) and with air
flow rates in the magnitude of 200 − 300 l/s. The last piece of equipment needed are the
drilling and/or grouting rigs. Each grouting rig has a storage of hollow rods. The hollow
rods diameter are dependant of the monitor and usually ranges between 60 − 140 mm
(Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). The type of hollow rods are decided by which grouting system
that is used. For the single fluid system the rods contain one tube to supply the monitor
with grout. Furthermore the double fluid system contains two tubes and the triple fluid
system contains three tubes. The more tubes in the rods implies a lesser strength which
could be of importance in stiff soils and soils containing boulders (Burke 2004).

As mentioned before the jet grouting process creates residues, the spoil, which can be seen
in Figure 3.3, in the containers to the left. Some of the eroded soil and parts of the injected
grout will come up to the surface through the gap that is created between the rod and the
borehole wall (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). The spoil that is created need to be cared for.
Often the spoil is stored in pits with waterproof bottom or containers at site which are
removed and transported away to disposal when full. This may cause logistical difficulties
since it can take up much space on site.

The jet grouting procedure contains three parts, drilling, lifting and rotation. In Figure 3.4
the procedure is shown for a double fluid system. The drilling is done to the required depth,
i.e the depth where the jet grouted soil volume is intended to begin. It is carried out by
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(a) Intermittently withdrawal (b) Continuous withdrawal

Figure 3.5: The two types of lifting sequences.

using a rotating or rotary-percussive direct drilling system. The borehole diameter is
normally between 90− 150 mm but in some special cases it might be larger. The drilling
is performed with air, water, or grout as flushing medium. The next two steps are those
that create the grouted zone in the soil. The lifting sequence can be done in two different
ways, intermittently or continuously. Intermittently lifting, shown in Figure 3.5a, is the
most commonly used method since this method allows more than one pass of the fluids
in the same point which makes the grouting more effective. This is done by lifting with
subsequent steps of 40 − 100 mm at a time making a number of rotations at each level.
Continuously lifting, presented in Figure 3.5b, is performed by lifting at a constant rate
which creates a spiral shaped column and often just one pass of the fluids in the same point.
By changing the rotation angle from 360◦ or not rotating at all, several other shapes than
cylinders can be created (Tsuchiya et al. 2018). However, as described in 1.4, cylindrical
columns will be the focus of this thesis.

3.2 Suitable conditions and limitations for jet grouting

In most soils jet grouting is possible. However depending of the soil different results can
be accomplished and it require different execution. In general regarding jet grouting, soils
are divided into three groups, gravelly, sandy and clayey soils. The reason for this is that
the jet grouting process works in different ways depending of the soil particle dimensions
and interaction. Experiments have shown that the formation of a jet grout column can be
achieved by three different jet-soil interaction mechanisms, seepage, erosion and cutting
(Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). The seepage effect is when the grout penetrates the empty
space between soil particles and fills the cavities. The erosive effect is when the fluids
flushes away existing soil particles and creates space for the grout to enter. Lastly the
cutting effect is when the jets cut loose bigger soil parts and creates cavities for the grout.
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Erosion is in most cases the dominant mechanism in gravels and sandy gravels and often
the jet grouted material become quite homogeneous (Modoni, Croce, et al. 2006). In these
kinds of soils it is more effective to increase the jetting pressure than the jetting time if
larger diameters are the goal. However in clean gravels which are homogeneous with aspect
of grain size where grout seepage is also an important formation mechanism, increasing the
jetting time can be more effective than increasing the jetting pressure.

In sands, gravelly sands and silty sands the soil particles are small enough to be removed by
the dragging action of the jets and therefore the relevant formation mechanism is erosion. In
these kinds of soil the jet grouted material often become very homogeneous because of the
diffused grout and soil mixing (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). When erosion is the dominating
formation mechanism an increase in jetting pressure or flow rate is most effective to achieve
larger column diameter.

In silt, sandy silt and clay, cutting is the dominant formation mechanism (Dabbagh et al.
2002). Specifically the cutting of soil clods and the homogeneity of the column material
are highly dependant of the number of rotations made at the same depth. In these soils a
high degree of the soil is removed and replaced with grout. It is therefore often efficient to
increase the jetting time to achieve higher homogeneity and larger diameter.

There are some side effects that could occur in some soils when producing the jet grout
columns. One of which is heave of the surface around the treated soil. There are two
potential ways heave may occur. The first one is when using jet grouting in high-plasticity
clay with low natural water content. When large quantities of water suddenly is available
it will cause swelling of the clay, with a resulting surface heave. The second is when a
too large fluid pressure causes a hydrofracture. This happens if the spoil by some reason
cant exit the borehole through the annular gap up to the surface. This causes the pressure
in the borehole to increase and when it exceeds the lowest normal pressure in the soil a
fracture in the borehole wall will occur. This will result in fluids escaping through the
fracture and cause surface heave due to the volume increase. Another side effect is that
the setting cement increases the ground temperature which can cause the alkaline cement
to react with organic materials in the soil and create ammonia (Hislam and Smit 2012),
which is toxic and harmful to the environment in too large quantities.

When using jet grouting in soils that contain larger grains (e.g boulders) the risk of shadow
effect increases. The shadow effect occurs when a soil particle is to big for the jets to erode
or to hard for the jets to cut and when the jetting time is to short for sufficient seepage
to take place. The result of this is that a column that is designed to have a certain
diameter will have a section with a smaller diameter than the design diameter, since the
jetting fluids are blocked by for example a large stone. This results in holes when jet
grouting is performed as a formation and therefore of importance when sealing off water.
This is a bigger problem in heterogeneous soils than in homogeneous (Bellato et al. 2018).
Consequently a aspect of big importance when using jet grouting in soils like till, that often
is heterogeneous and which also is one Sweden’s most common soil types (Lundqvist et al.
2011).
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3.3 Possible construction utilization

There are many different applications where jet grouting can be utilized. Jet grouting
has the advantage of being able to create subsurface formations with good mechanical
properties and low permeability. Another advantage is that the process can be performed
in confined spaces or in places difficult to reach with other methods. The disadvantages of
jet grouting is that establishing costs is high and the size of the setup.

An often used application of jet grouting is that of improving the soil under concrete
foundations. The intention is to improve the bearing capacity and reduce settlements of
the overhead structure (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). When it comes to the use of jet grouting
under concrete foundations there are two different types of solutions. The first is when the
spacing of the jet grouting holes are greater than the diameter of each column. If this is the
case the jet grouting process will create columns separated from one another, this method
is quite similar to that of a pile raft, see Figure 3.6. The reasons for not using a normal
pile raft with concrete or steel piles are for instance when the soil contains large boulders
which increases the difficulty of using conventional piling. For most cases jet grouted rafts
work well to reduce settlements. However when it comes to horizontal resistance, problems
arise because of the columns low flexural and shear strength.

When the load eccentricity is high it might be more effective to create a single jet grouted
block underneath the foundation, see Figure 3.7. This is accomplished when the spacing of
the jet grout holes is smaller or close to the diameter of the columns. A jet grouted block can
also be reinforced to increase tensile and shear resistance. The two types of underpinning,
mentioned above, can also be used for underpinning road or railway embankments with for
example geogrids instead of a overlaying concrete slab.

The applications of jet grouting presented above are mostly for the construction of new
structures, though jet grouting is also often used to make underpinnings of existing struc-
tures (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). With the aim to strengthen the foundation of a unstable

Figure 3.6: Pile raft constructed by jet grouted columns.
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Figure 3.7: A solid jet grouted raft.

building and/or to create support for excavations made close to the structure. The columns
can be executed inclined and in several steps to be able to reach underneath for example
a outer wall with structural components like beams, to transfer the load from the building
to the columns.

Another frequently used application for jet grouting is that of retaining structures, perma-
nent and provisional (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). When performing retaining structures it
is required that the columns are partially overlapping to form continuously two or three
dimensional elements. One possible shape is to use jet grouted columns in a circle when
constructing vertical excavations for shafts. By adding shotcrete and reinforcement as
excavation continues downwards tensile and shear strength of the jet grouted ”tube” is in-
creased. Most of the stresses are compressive due to arching effect, which is the preferable
stress state, due to the anisotropic properties of jet grout columns. There is also a possi-
bility to use overlapping jet grouted columns which consequently form a line that is used
as a retaining wall with anchoring to the soil behind. In these situations it is important
to reinforce the columns since their flexural and shear resistance is low. As reinforcement
normal steel bars or steel tubes are usually used. As an alternative to the anchored re-
taining wall, though not as common, is a massive retaining wall. Consisting of several
rows of intersecting columns creating a bigger and heavier body of jet grouted columns, a
gravitational retaining wall.

Thirdly jet grouting is often used in tunneling through soil, see Figure 3.8. The purpose
for using jet grouting is to provide support during excavation and/or limit ground water
entering the tunnel. When utilizing jet grouting for tunneling in soil the procedure is
either carried out from the surface prior to excavation or by operating from the inside
of the tunnel before excavation. There are big advantages of operating from the ground
surface, because the soil treatment procedure and excavation procedure is separated, thus
reducing the total construction time if planning is done correctly. The method consists of
drilling from the surface and creating jet grouted columns around the area where the tunnel
will be excavated. There are some limitations of this method, e.g the soil cover need to be
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Figure 3.8: Increasing strength of the material and reducing permeability around the
tunnel.

thin enough and the area above the tunnel need to be accessible with equipment. If this is
not the case the jet grouting need to be performed from inside the tunnel. The aim is then
to surround the tunnel contour with jet grouted columns performed with a inclination
out from the contour. The columns are performed with a certain length and a certain
distance between each jet grouting sequence, thus creating a overlapping structure around
the contour and ahead of the tunnel face. It is performed for provisional support and for
water control, the final support can then be added afterwards when it is not disturbing the
excavation (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). When using tunnel boring machines for excavation
of tunnels, jet grouting can also be used to increase stability and strength of break-in and
break-outs to be able to use the tunnel boring machine the full length of the tunnel and to
maintain a smooth contour in the break-ins and break-outs.

Figure 3.9: Example of flow barrier in existing dam.
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As mentioned in Section 3.1, jet grouting increases the strength and reduces the permeabil-
ity of the soil. Since jet grouting reduces permeability it is often used to create flow barriers
in the soil, both provisional and permanent (Burke and Yoshida 2012). One example of
flow barriers created with jet grouting is cutoffs. Cutoffs have been constructed for all
types of dams, both existing and before construction, with the aim of improving the water
barriers and reducing their permeability. The most common usage is to improve existing
dams by creating cutoffs where unforeseen flow has started or in earth dams to hinder the
water eroding effect, see Figure 3.9. Another application is the formation of flow barriers
to hinder contaminant movement. One example is to seal leaking culverts with inclined jet
grouted columns or utilize jet grouting to hinder contaminant flow from landfills (Croce
and Modoni 2007).

As the subject of this thesis and mentioned in Subsection 1.1, jet grouting can be utilized
to seal sheet pile excavations by sealing where the sheet piles cannot. One possibility is an
extension made of jet grouted columns that overlap and thus forming a barrier underneath
the sheet pile wall, see Figure 3.10. Since the jet grouting columns have low permeability
a homogeneous wall will create a barrier for water and thus any inconsistency and opening
in the wall, treated in detail in Section 5, will cause leakage. When constructing the jet
grout wall the columns can be executed in different sequences (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017) as
presented in Figure 3.11. The sequences can be performed either by drilling and grouting
from pre-installed casing tubes or by free drilling close to the wall. The pre-installed casing
tubes are welded to the sheet pile planks before installation, ensuring that spacing is correct
and that the inclination of the columns matches that of the sheet pile wall.

Figure 3.10: Sealing of the sheet pile toe.
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(a) Fresh in fresh

(b) Fresh in hard

Figure 3.11: Treatment processes.

In Figure 3.11a, fresh in fresh sequence is shown. It is characterized by the formation of
the adjacent column within a short time and thus not waiting for the grout to harden.
It also makes it possible to erode and inject part of the previous treated ground which
consequently makes it possible to create a continuous cemented volume. However there is
a risk that during drilling of the adjacent column the first column is damaged by the drilling
procedure. In Figure 3.11b, the fresh in hard sequence is presented. It is characterized
by increasing the time before grouting the adjacent column, this lets the columns harden
(Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). In Figure 3.11b every second column is grouted, however
different configurations can be performed, enabling longer curing times. When utilizing
the fresh in hard method it is important to use a detailed treatment plan specifying the
order of grouting and minimum curing time for adjacent columns before treatment to
ensure quality and to save time. The fresh in hard sequence also increases the risk of
shadow effects. Because the hardened columns do not allow the jet to reach and erode the
soil on the sides of the hardened columns (F. v. Tol 2004).

The second option of sealing with jet grout columns, as mentioned in Section 1.1, is to create
a bottom plug of intersecting columns, see Figure 3.12. With the purpose of hindering water
leakage from the bottom of the excavation (Modoni, Flora, et al. 2016). The construction
process is performed by inserting the sheet pile walls into the soil to the desired depth.
Before excavating, if the excavation is relatively shallow and the plug thickness is not too
large, the treatment procedure is performed from the surface between the desired depths
to achieve the prescribed height of the plug. The treatment sequence creating a bottom
plug normally consists of performing one row at a time. With the purpose of filling all the
possible gaps in the excavation assuring no holes in the intersecting zones. Here the spacing
of the columns and the columns diameter is important factors of performance (Modoni,
Flora, et al. 2016), described more thoroughly in Section 5. Because of the jet grouted
bottom plugs compressive strength it can also be utilized as a strut level which is beneficial
for the retaining structure as well as the construction procedure.
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Figure 3.12: Sealing with a jet grouted bottom plug.
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4 Swedish geological conditions

In order to interpret and evaluate some important parameters regarding soil improvement
in Sweden, some understanding of the geological conditions is needed. This information is
later used to assess some of the jet grouting results such as the column diameters evaluated
in Subsection 5.1.1. It is also relevant for the assessment of the permeability treated in
Subsection 5.3. This section firstly makes a general overview of the geological history to
enable the understanding of the soil formations and soil types found in Sweden. Secondly
a description is provided of how the soil types are distributed across Sweden, what type
of properties that influence the jet grouting process and suitable choice of jet grouting
methods.

4.1 Swedish geological history

The soil layering in northern Europe have mostly been formed during the Quaternary-time
which started about 2.6 million years ago. Quaternary is characterized by cyclic growth
and decay of large continental glaciers covering large portions of the northern hemisphere.
In Sweden there is a very clear unconformity between the bed rock and the overlaying soils
where almost all soils are stemming from the last glacial period called Weichsel (Lundqvist
et al. 2011). This glacial period is initiated by a cold phase for about 115 thousand years
ago and spans approximately 100 thousand years until its cessation around 11600 years ago.
The Weichsel ice age consists of several periods with higher and lower temperatures and had
its LGM (last glacial maximum) about 18-22 thousand years ago according to Lundqvist et
al. (2011). During Weichsels LGM the ice sheet covered the whole Scandinavian peninsula
reaching all the way down to the northern parts of Germany and Poland in the south and
in to Russia in the East.

During this 100 thousand year period the climate fluctuated many times with periods of
both higher and lower temperatures than today making the ice front move back and forth
(Lundqvist 2006). The periods with higher temperatures is called interstadial periods, the
front could during these be drawn back as far as to the northern parts of Sweden leaving
only smaller glaciers in the mountain ranges (Fredin 2002). During Weichsels LGM the
ice sheet was partly cold-based and partly warm-based resulting in different geological
formations across its expansion (Lundqvist 2006).

Some time during Weichsel almost all loose soil particles and bed rock surface in Sweden
was eroded and amassed into the ice sheet with some local exceptions (Larsen et al. 2016).
When the ice sheet started decaying on larger scale it reached the southern shore of today’s
Sweden for about 16 thousand years ago. It continued with quite rapid and steady pace
over the southern parts of Sweden for the time periods called Bölling and Alleröd, that
had rather mild climate (Lundqvist 2006). For 12600 years ago the period Younger Dryas
came about and the climate went colder again. This resulted in a halt in the decay and the
ice front stood still for about 1100 years stretching from the Oslo region over Vänern and
Vättern to the south parts of Finland. After Younger Dryas the decay continued and the
ice front reached the Stockholm regions for about 10 thousand years ago. The temperature
continued to rise to levels much higher than today forcing the ice front north until the
whole ice sheet vanished. The glaciers found in Sweden today has arisen later.

Because of the large weight from the thick ice sheet during the glaciation, the ground level
was pushed down to large depths (Lundqvist 2006). Large parts of Sweden was due to
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this submerged under sea level. The depth of the depression of the ground level varies
across the country due to the thickness of the ice sheet. The largest depths are found at
the Ångermanland shore where the ice sheet had its inception. The highest shoreline in
this area corresponds to a height of approximately 285 meter above today’s sea level while
it gets lower both to the north and south, measuring 180 and 20 meter above today’s sea
level respectively.

The greatest ice-lake during late Weichsel was the Baltic Ice Lake which filled the whole
southern part of the Baltic Sea basin (Lundqvist et al. 2011). As the ice front moved north
the water level rose until the ice margin had reached the northern point of Mt. Billingen,
about 13 thousand years ago. When the ice front had passed, revealing the lower grounds
north of it, the lake connected with the sea, lowering the water level about 10 m. This
period lasted only for some hundred years until the ice front advanced once again during
Younger Dryas and the Baltic Ice Lake was laced of once again and the water level rose.
When the climate changed to the warmer for about 11600 years ago the passage north of
Mt. Billingen opened again and connected the ice-lake with the seas, this time lowering
the water level from 151 to 125 meters above today’s average. This internal sea was called
Yoldia Sea and lasted for about 900 years. The shallow passage over the lowlands in the
middle of Sweden between Mälardalen and Väner basin that connected the Yoldia Sea
with the oceans was cut of due to the isostatic uplift. The strait’s between Sweden and
Denmark was still dry resulting in a new lake called Ancylus Lake. The difference in the
isostatic uplift between the north and south parts of Sweden, see Figure 4.1, resulted in a
transgression in the south due to the uplift of the outlet in the Svea river region.

Figure 4.1: Isostatic uplift in Sweden. ( c©SMHI)
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Figure 4.2: Maximum sea level, Littorina sea. ( c©Sveriges geologiska undersökning)

Eventually, around 10200 years ago the water level culminated and found a new outlet
between the Danish islands and the continent and further out through the Great Belt
strait. The water level sunk slowly for about 200 years until it reached the same level as
the oceans. At this time salt water could occasionally flood into the Baltic basin due to
the rise of the ocean level. A permanent salt water phase did probably not occur until the
ocean rose to such a level that the water could pass through the Öresund strait (Lundqvist
et al. 2011). After this transition period the Baltic sea got a new stadium dated to 9800
years before present called the Littorina Sea, which is the stadium still present today, of
course with fluctuations in both salt concentration and water level. In Figure 4.2 the
highest sea level of the Littorina Sea is presented.

4.2 Soil distribution in Sweden and suitable jet grouting methods

The latest ice sheet is the governing cause of the soil distribution and its composition in
Sweden today. The erosion of material due to the ice sheet and its dispersion from the ice
sheet when melting, creating accumulation of material in the shape of an Esker, containing
sorted material, or in the shape of till on top of the bedrock. Till is Sweden’s most common
soil type, a mixed composition of material (Lundqvist 2006). The soil deposits has also
been changed and rearranged after the ice sheet melted since some parts of the land have
risen out of the sea and the shoreline has moved, as described in Section 4.1. In the southern
parts of Sweden, this has resulted in more clayey soils in the lower land and bedrock in the
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Figure 4.3: General map of soil types in Sweden. Red is bedrock, yellow is clay, light blue
and purple is till and green is glacial deposits. ( c©Sveriges geologiska undersökning)

surface in higher land since the soil originates from old sea bottom and the higher parts
have been flushed free by water, showing bedrock. In the middle and northern part of
Sweden and further from the shoreline the land most of the time has been above sea level
and therefore the soil consists more of different types of till.

In Figure 4.3 the general soil types of Sweden is presented. As mentioned earlier till is
Sweden’s most usual soil type and it is a gathering name of soils that contain different
particle sizes and at least three different materials e.g gravel, sand and clay. The till soils
of Sweden is characterized by how they were deposited. The most common till type is
that which was deposited all over Sweden as the ice sheet retreated and consists of eroded
material that was frozen into the ice sheet. The retreat of the ice sheet was not constant and
for example did the ice front halt for a longer period around the lakes Vänern and Vättern
resulting in several larger deposits of till in some parts, called end moraines (Lundqvist
2006). The Eskers of Sweden exist quite varying throughout the country. They were
formed in front of the openings where the streaming melting water exits the ice sheet and
as the ice sheet retreated it left a ridge, an Esker. As mentioned earlier the bedrock often
has a layer of till or some kind of friction soil on top of it, deposited by the mechanisms
described above. This is the case in two of the case studies performed in Section 7. While
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Figure 4.4: Map of soil types in Stockholm. Red is bedrock, yellow is clay and the circles
is the sites for the three case studies, see Section 7. ( c©Sveriges geologiska undersökning)

one is in Esker material, a sandy gravel, quite well sorted and homogeneous, that is a
part of a large Esker running through Stockholm. This provides interesting soil conditions
since the till often makes it hard to reach sufficient depth with the sheet pile planks, as
mentioned in Section 3.1, or as in the Esker where the soil often is very water-bearing and
therefore requires sealing of the excavation. Furthermore the homogeneity and layering
of the soils seems to be the governing factor of column diameter variation, discussed in
detail in Section 5.1.1, which is an important parameter when sealing with jet grouted
columns. In Section 3.2 the different formation mechanisms of a jet grouted column is
presented which therefore can vary a lot with a soil type of mixed composition like till, and
furthermore makes jet grouting in such soils more challenging. However in a sandy gravel
as in Slussen the formation mechanisms is more clear and therefore also what treatment
parameters that affects the jet grouted column the most. In general all three types of jet
grouting systems, single, double and triple fluid can be used in all types of soils. However
with normal pressures in the system an increasing number of fluids increases the energy
of the jet (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017), and consequently its ability to erode and cut soil.
Therefore, if jet grouting is performed in stiff and clayey soils the double-, as used in Tygeln,
and triple fluid systems is recommended, mainly to reduce production time. Furthermore
if jet grouting is performed in a soil where seepage is the main creating mechanism i.e
soils where much of the particles can not be eroded or cut, as in Slussen, the single fluid
system is recommended since it is cheaper to perform due to lesser equipment needed and
consequently lower establishing costs. The three case studies is performed in and around
the capital of Sweden, Stockholm, and in Figure 4.4 a more detailed map is presented of
soil types in Stockholm with circles marking the approximate position of each site.
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5 Jet grouting used as a method for sealing excavations

Here a theoretical description is presented of methods to estimate the mean column di-
ameter and the concepts called position and inclination. The concepts that are utilized in
the development of the probabilistic models that is presented afterwards. The method to
estimate water inflow is also presented as well as validation methods and their reliability.

5.1 Calculation methods and theoretical description

In this part the relevant concepts and parameters that affect the geometrical composition
of jet grouted column formations are presented as well as a discussion of how some of the
necessary data can be acquired. A presentation is also made of possible ways to estimate
some of these parameters to be used as input in the models described later in Section 5.2.

5.1.1 Column diameter

The jetting pressure is a crucial parameter regarding column diameter but also the jetting
time and soil properties. Depending of jetting pressures, jetting time and soil properties
an approximation of the column diameter can either be calculated according to a method
proposed by Shen et al. (2013), or by a second method proposed by Croce, Flora, et al.
(2017).

The first step in the method proposed by Shen et al. (2013), is to calculate the maximum
erosion distance, xL, of the jet. Consequently a higher erosion distance yields a larger
column diameter. The maximum eroding distance along the longitudinal axis of the jet
can be calculated by Equation 5.1.

xL =
Λ · d0 · v0

vL
(5.1)

Where, Λ, is a dimensionless parameter and d0 is the diameter of the nozzle. The outlet
velocity, v0, is calculated by Equation 5.2 and vL, is the critical velocity, which is calculated
using Equation 5.7.

v0 =
4 ·Q

M · π · d20
(5.2)

Wherein Equation 5.2, Q, is the flow rate of the fluid and M , is the number of nozzles in
the monitor. Furthermore, Λ, is a dimensionless parameter that describes the interaction
between the jet and its surrounding fluid. For grout, Equation 5.3 is proposed in an article
published in Geotechnique by Modoni, Croce, et al. (2006).

Λg = Λw ·
√
µw
µg
· ρg
ρw

(5.3)

Wherein subscript, g and w, stands for grout and water respectively. Furthermore the
constant Λw is 16, the dynamic viscosity of water, µw is 0.001Ns/m2 and ρw is 1000 kg/m3.
The density of grout can be calculated as a function of the water-cement ratio by weight,
Ω, as in Equation 5.4.

ρg =
ρc · (1 + Ω)

Ω + ρc
ρw

(5.4)
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Where, ρc, is the density of the cement. The dynamic viscosity coefficient of grout, µg,
has been measured by Raffle and Greenwood (1961) among others. In Shen et al. (2013) a
regression analysis is done on previously measured data of the correlation between, Ω and
µg which results in Equation 5.5.

µg =
0.007

Ω2
(5.5)

When it comes to Λg a modification is suggested in Shen et al. (2013) to account for
the interaction between grout and air, Λg,a, when the double fluid system is used. It is
suggested that, Λg should be increased by a factor according to Equation 5.6.

Λg,a = Λg · (1 + 0.054 · pa
patm

) (5.6)

Where, pa, is the pressure of the injected air, normally between 0.5 MPa − 1.5 MPa as
mentioned in Subsection 3.1 and, patm, is the atmospheric pressure. To estimate vL, Dab-
bagh et al. (2002) suggested an empirical formula, Equation 5.7, derived from laboratory
results.

vL = β ·
( qu
patm

)k
(5.7)

Where, qu, is the erosion resistance of the soil, β, is the characteristic velocity with a value
equal to the critical velocity when the soil resistance is equal to the atmospheric pressure
and, k, is a dimensionless exponent based on laboratory test with a suggested value of
k = 0.5. The characteristic velocity, β, is dependant of the soils particle size distribution.
In Dabbagh et al. (2002) experimental results indicate that, β, in fine-grained soils increases
with increasing content of particles smaller than 75 µm. Field experience also indicate that
jet grouting in soils with smaller particles limits the achievable column diameter (Dabbagh
et al. 2002). In Shen et al. (2013) a expression for calculating, β, is presented, Equation
5.8 and 5.9. It is based on the, American society of testing and materials (ASTM), Unified
Soil Classification System.

β = b0 ·
(Mc

100

)b1
·
(D50

Df

)b2
, 5 ≤Mc ≤ 100 (5.8)

β = b0 ·
( 5

100

)b1
·
(D50

Df

)b2
, 0 ≤Mc ≤ 5 (5.9)

Wherein, Mc, is the content of fine particles smaller than 75 µm as a percentage, D50,
is the average size of soil particles in millimetres and Df is the size of the No. 200 sieve
(0.075 mm), according to ASTM’s Unified soil classification system. This requires sieving
of the material which is not common in Swedish site investigations. However some under-
standing of soil particle distribution can be obtained from the standardized naming rules
in Sweden that are somewhat based on fractions (Larsson 2008). The regression constants,
b0 = 2.87, b1 = 0.4, b2 = −0.4, is acquired by Shen et al. (2013) by fitting the measured
values reported by Dabbagh et al. (2002) to a linear function. Furthermore the erosion
resistance, qu, is dependant of the soils shear strength (Shen et al. 2013) where for cohesion
soils, Equation 5.10 applies.

qu = 2 · cu (5.10)

Wherein, cu, is the undrained shear strength. And for friction soils, Equation 5.11 applies.

qu = 2 · (c′ + σ′ · tanφ′) (5.11)
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Where, c′, is the effective cohesion, σ′, is the effective normal stress and φ′ is the effective
friction angle, according to Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The values of the parameters
affecting qu, are standard output of many soil investigation techniques, some mentioned in
section 2.2. The parameter xL, can only be reached if the jetting time is sufficiently long.
In Shen et al. (2013) a empirical relationship for a reduction coefficient, η, Equation 5.12,
is suggested to describe the influence of the jetting time on the column diameter.

η = a0 ·Na2 ·
(vm0

vm

)a1
(5.12)

Where, vm, is the horizontal tangential velocity of the nozzle which is dependant of the
withdrawal rate, vs, the rotation speed of the monitor, Rs, and the diameter of the monitor,
Dr, see Equation 5.13, proposed in Yoshida et al. (1991). Furthermore, N , is the number
of passes of the jet, a1 and a2 is empirical parameters, a0 is a correction factor and vm0 is
the horizontal tangential velocity defined with a0.

vm =
√

(π ·Rs ·Dr)2 + v2s (5.13)

Furthermore, N , the number of passes of the jet is also dependant of the number of nozzles,
M and the lift step, ∆St, and can be calculated using Equation 5.14 (Yoshida et al. 1991).

N = M ·∆St ·
Rs
vs

(5.14)

From Yoshida et al. (1991) a series of laboratory tests indicated that the values of the
empirical parameters are, a1 = 0.14 and a2 = 0.2. Further, a0, is a correction factor
corresponding to the horizontal tangential velocity of the nozzle, vm0, therefore they vary
with each other and need to be defined as a pair.

Lastly the expected column diameter, D0, can be calculated depending of the reduction
coefficient, η, the maximum erosion distance, xL and the diameter of the monitor, Dr,
according to Equation 5.15.

D0 = 2 · η · xL +Dr (5.15)

However the equations describing, qu, the soils erosion resistance, Equation 5.10 and 5.11,
are normally increasing with depth. Even though field experiments (Croce, Flora, et al.
2017) have shown that the effect of reduced column diameter due to high erosion resis-
tance i.e. shear strength is relevant only for deep jet grouted columns and in soils with
high friction angles, φ′ ≥ 39◦. Furthermore have field experiments shown that the most
governing parameter for diameter variation is the soils homogeneity (Modini and Bzowka
2012). Since the soils never are completely homogeneous, D0, is seen as the mean diameter,
in the probabilistic models, and a normally distributed variable which is shown by Modini
and Bzowka (2012). Additionally the standard deviation can be acquired from previous
research (Modini and Bzowka 2012) for some types of soil. For the authors application it
is assumed that the impact of shadow effect is included in the standard deviation of the
diameter, described in Section 3.2, this simplification is done due to the limited time-span
of this thesis.

In this method to estimate the mean column diameter the parameter, β, characteristic
velocity, Equation 5.8 and 5.9, are the parameters with highest uncertainty if a sieve
analysis is not conducted. Therefore a sieve analysis is performed on a soil sample of the
friction soil in Piloten, Bromma. To obtain the distribution of soil particle size and also
the correct name of the friction soil according to naming rules based on the fractions. In
Appendix C the sieve analysis is described and the result is presented.
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Table 5.1: Typical values of λE (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017).

Soil types and energetic efficiency
Soil type, single fluid λE [m3/MJ ]
Sandy gravel 0.067− 0.100
From gravelly sand to silty
sand

0.033− 0.067

From sandy silt to clayey
silt

0.020− 0.033

Soil type, double fluid λE [m3/MJ ]
From sandy gravel to silty
sand

0.077− 0.125

From sandy silt to clayey
silt

0.077− 0.025

The second method for prediction of D0 is based on the concept of treatment efficiency
which is a quite commonly used empirical approach (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). The mean
diameter is calculated by Equation 5.16.

D0 = 1.128 ·
√
p · Vg · λE (5.16)

Where the soil properties and jetting system is expressed in terms of energetic efficiency,
λE , and the injected volume of grout that remains in the column per unit length, Vg, is
expressed in m3/m. And where p, is the ejection pressure expressed in MPa. To calculate
λE , Equation 5.17 can be used.

λE =
VC

Vg · γg ·
( v20
2·g
) (5.17)

Where VC is the total injected volume of grout per unit length expressed in m3/m, γg
is the unit weight of the grout, v0 is calculated by Equation 5.2 and g is the standard
gravity constant due to acceleration. Another alternative is to use tables, for example
as those presented in Croce, Flora, et al. (2017) to estimate, λE , that contains typical
values, obtained from field trials and experience for single fluid and double fluid systems
in different soils, see Table 5.1.

For this method most of the parameters is available through the software and sensors used
when jet grouting, see Section 2.2. However the parameter, Vg, is only possible to get an
understanding of by approximating the volume of the back-flow i.e the spoil. Which in
many cases is a quite rough approximation and thereby the result is only an estimation of
D0.

5.1.2 Position and inclination

During the jet grouting production process two types of deviations, on the surface and
from the vertical can occur that will be included in the computational models presented in
Section 5.2.

The first type of deviation is that of position, originating from inaccuracies in the posi-
tioning on the soil surface. In different projects different techniques is used to minimize
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this problem. If free drilling is used the position is often marked by a surveyor or by the
personnel performing the grouting. This is often performed at the ground surface when
it comes to bottom plugs, or on the sheet pile wall in for example every other sheet pile
belly, depending of column diameter, when it comes to sealing under the sheet pile toe.
This measurement procedure will of course produce deviations from the design. There will
in many cases also be added another deviation, that of placing the machine and drilling
bit at the correct location, which often is done by free hand. It is also possible to use
GNSS(Global Navigation Satellite System) with a error of circa 1 − 2 cm. These two er-
rors can be quantified by a normally distributed variable, with a mean value and standard
deviation.

The second type is deviation, the one from the vertical, originating from the error of the
inclinometer used and potential change of angle due to boulders or other discontinuities
in the soil. Both manual and rigs with integrated inclinometers is used today by the
contractors. This deviation becomes more important as the drill depths increases since the
affect of the inclination error becomes bigger. To minimize this deviation more accurate
inclinometers can be used and when deviations is noticed during drilling, re-positioning the
machine to compensate can help. The error of vertical deviation can also be quantified by
a normally distributed variable, with a mean value and standard deviation. The definition
is later presented in Figure 5.3.

To reduce the two deviations above when sealing under the sheet pile toe, casing tubes
can be used, as mentioned in Subsection 3.3. By welding the casing tubes in the right
position before installing the sheet piles, they will ensure the spacing of the columns and
their position. The jet grout columns will also match the sheet piles inclination. Thus
reducing the possible miss-match between position and inclination of the jet grout columns
with that of the sheet pile wall.

5.2 Computational models for water barriers

In the previous Section the relevant input data is described which forms the basis for the
probabilistic models. To be able to evaluate the success of a jet grouting construction such
as those examined in the case studies, two probabilistic models have been created using
Matlab. One to evaluate the failure probability i.e occurrence of holes in the bottom plug
examined in 7.2 Slussen, Södermalm, and another to evaluate the occurrence of holes in the
sheet pile extensions in 7.1 Tygeln, Solna and 7.3 Piloten, Bromma (see Figure 4.4). Both
models are Monte Carlo simulations based on local coordinate systems and their failure
probability is dependant on the coverage of the intended area i.e the number of simulations
where holes is present, which is evaluated using geometrical and trigonometrical relations.

5.2.1 Probabilistic model for bottom plug

The model for the assessment of bottom plugs is inspired by the works of A. v. Tol et al.
(2001). The model is based on the most commonly used grid type for such applications,
the triangular grid, defined as presented in Figure 5.1.

The total grid is therefore defined by the centre-distance in the x-direction, cc.x, the y-
direction, cc.y, the number of columns in the x-direction, m, and in the y-direction, n. One
example of a grid with cc.x = 2.05, cc.y = 1.75, m = 10 and n = 5 is displayed in Figure 5.2.
In this case the column diameters is displayed using the mean value, in the computational
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Figure 5.1: Triangular grid as defined in the probabilistic model.

Figure 5.2: Idealized grid using cc.x = 2.05, cc.y = 1.75, m = 10 and n = 5. Generated
using the Matlab code.

model the diameter is assigned using the Matlab function normrnd(µ,σ). The normrnd
function generates a set of values from the normally distributed stochastic variable for the
diameter, using the mean value µd, and the standard deviation σd, D ∈ N(µd, σd).

In the model four more variables needs to be defined by statistical distributions and decided
by random generation, thus the need for Monte Carlo simulations. All the stochastic
variables are defined as follows:

• The diameter,
D ∈ N(µd, σd),

• the deviation in distance from the centre-coordinate position on the ground surface,
Dpos ∈ N(µp, σp),
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Figure 5.3: Definition of vertical deviation

• the azimuth of the deviation from the centre-coordinate,
Apos ∈ U(apos, bpos),

• the deviation from the vertical inclination,
Binc ∈ N(µβ , σβ),

• and the azimuth of the deviation in vertical inclination,
Ainc ∈ U(ainc, binc).

Both of the azimuths are considered uniformly distributed i.e. that the probability of
deviation is equally large in all directions. This assumption is at least partly confirmed
by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017), regarding the inclination. The vertical inclination and the
distance deviation are both considered normally distributed. All these four parameters
actually defines the column axis in a three dimensional space, where the deviation from
the centre-coordinate position, dpos, and its azimuth, αpos, defines a starting point on the
surface and the vertical deviation defined by its azimuth, αinc, and its inclination βinc (see
Figure 5.3) defines its direction in space.

To analyze the probability that there will occur one or more holes in a defined column
grid, a large number of identical grids are generated using columns with varying positions
and geometries defined by the statistical distributions described above. The probability
for failure then becomes the number of failed grids divided by the total number of grids
analyzed.

To do this, each grid is analyzed and checked for probable holes between all possible
combinations of three adjacent columns. The grids are firstly defined by calculating each
columns centre-coordinate, scxi and scyi, at the ground surface using Equations 5.18 and
5.19.

scxi = gxi + dpos.i · cos(αpos.i) (5.18)

scyi = gyi + dpos.i · sin(αpos.i) (5.19)

Where gxi and gyi are the exact defined position in the idealized grid. When the surface
coordinates for the column axes are known, the coordinates for the top and bottom of the
actual columns cxt/b.i and cyt/b.i, can be calculated using Equations 5.20 and 5.21.
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cxt/b.i = scxi + ht/b · sin(βinc.i) · cos(αinc.i) (5.20)

cyt/b.i = scyi + ht/b · sin(βinc.i) · sin(αinc.i) (5.21)

Where h is the depth at which the coordinates are calculated and the indices t/b indicates
if it is the top or the bottom that is evaluated.

At this point, all relevant geometry of the grid is known, then all possible combinations
of three adjacent columns are picked out at a time and run through an algorithm partly
found in Fewell (2006), with some alterations. The objective of the algorithm is to decide
if there is a hole and in that case calculate its area. To calculate this, the first step is
to order the columns by size so that r1 ≥ r2 ≥ r3, where ri is the radius. The distances
between column centres are then defined by d12, d13 and d23 where the indices indicates
which two columns the distance refers to (see Figure 5.4). Next step in the algorithm is the
calculation of the sine- and the cosine values of the two angles between the centre points,
defined in Figure 5.4, these are calculated using Equation 5.22 and 5.23.

cos θ′ =
d12

2 + d13
2 − d232

2d12 · d13
, sin θ′ =

√
1− cos2 θ′ (5.22)

cos θ′′ = −d12
2 + d23

2 − d132

2d12 · d23
, sin θ′′ =

√
1− cos2 θ′′ (5.23)

As presented in Figure 5.5 there are eight possible cases creating a hole in the configuration
of three columns. The group of three columns is therefore first tested if it fulfills any of
the conditions stated in Equation 5.24 - 5.30.

Figure 5.4: Definition of distances, angles, local coordinates and local coordinate systems
in a constellation of three adjacent circles.
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Case 3, r1 + r2 > d12 & r1 + r3 > d13 & r2 + r3 < d23 (5.24)

Case 4, r1 + r2 > d12 & r2 + r3 > d23 & r1 + r3 < d13 (5.25)

Case 5, r1 + r3 > d13 & r2 + r3 > d23 & r1 + r2 < d12 (5.26)

Case 6, r1 + r2 > d12 & r2 + r3 < d23 & r1 + r3 < d13 (5.27)

Case 7, r1 + r3 > d13 & r2 + r3 < d23 & r1 + r2 < d12 (5.28)

Case 8, r2 + r3 > d23 & r1 + r3 < d13 & r1 + r2 < d12 (5.29)

Case 9, r1 + r2 < d12 & r1 + r3 < d13 & r2 + r3 < d23 (5.30)

If none of the conditions in Equation 5.24 - 5.30 is fulfilled the group is tested to see if
the three circles share any common area i.e no hole as presented in Figure 5.4, defined as
Case 1. This is done by calculating the intersection point of interest between column 1
and 2, (x12, y12), in terms of local coordinates. This is done using Equations 5.31. The
indices indicates which two circles the coordinates corresponds to.

x12 =
r1

2 − r22 + d12
2

2d12
, y12 =

1

2d12

√
2d12

2(r12 + r22)− (r12 − r22)
2 − d124 (5.31)

When these coordinates, cos θ′ and sin θ′ (Equation 5.22) is known it is possible to check
if the third circle overlaps any of the common area shared by circle 1 and 2 using the
expression in Equation 5.32.

(x12−d13 cos θ′)2 +(y12−d13 sin θ′)2 < r3
2 < (x12−d13 cos θ′)2 +(y12 +d13 sin θ′)2 (5.32)

If Equation 5.32 is not satisfied there is no common area shared by all three circles and
hence there must be a hole between them, the only case left is then Case 2, see Figure 5.5a.

Everything which belongs to the algorithm is exerted on both the top and the bottom of
the jet-grouted block for all adjacent column triplets. The difference between the top and
the bottom layer of the plug will only be dependent on the thickness which will alter the
position of the columns due to the inclination. A hole is only considered if it is present
at both top and bottom. The hole area is in all cases calculated somewhat simplified by
estimating it with a polygon using the coordinates of the intersections between the circles
or the intersections between circles and the line connecting the centre points of the circles,
as can be seen in Figure 5.5. To calculate the remaining intersection points between circles,
Equations 5.33a - 5.33b can be used to calculate them locally and then converting them
to the x, y-coordinate system using Equations 5.33c - 5.33d. Intersection points between
circles:

x′13 =
r1

2 − r32 + d13
2

2d13
, y′13 =

−1

2d13

√
2d13

2 · (r12 + r32)− (r12 − r32)
2 − d134 (5.33a)

x′′23 =
r2

2 − r32 + d23
2

2d23
, y′′23 =

1

2d23

√
2d23

2 · (r22 + r32)− (r22 − r32)
2 − d234 (5.33b)
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x13 = x′13 · cos θ′ − y′13 · sin θ′, y13 = x′13 · sin θ′ + y′13 · cos θ′ (5.33c)

x23 = x′′23 · cos θ′′ − y′′23 · sin θ′′ + d12, y23 = x′′23 · sin θ′′ + y′′23 · cos θ′′ (5.33d)

The intersection points between the circles and the line connecting the centre points can
be calculated using Equations 5.34a - 5.34f . Where the first two indices indicates which
connection line and the last indices which circle the coordinate corresponds to. As an
example, x121 is the x-coordinate on the connection line between circle 1 and 2 on the
border of circle 1.

Intersection points between connection lines and circles:

x121 = r1 y121 = 0 (5.34a)

x122 = d12 − r2 y122 = 0 (5.34b)

x131 = r1 · cos θ′ y131 = r1 · sin θ′ (5.34c)

x133 = (d13 − r3) · cos θ′ y133 = (d13 − r3) · sin θ′ (5.34d)

x232 = d12 + r2 · cos θ′′ y232 = r2 · sin θ′′ (5.34e)

x233 = d13 · cos θ′ − r3 · cos θ′′ y233 = d13 · sin θ′ − r3 · sin θ′′ (5.34f)

Finally in the somewhat special Case 9, where none of the circles share any common area,
the intersection points is calculated by Equation 5.35a− c, see Figure 5.5h.

x124 = d12 − r2 −
d12 − r1 − r2

2
, y124 = 0 (5.35a)

x134 =
(
r1 +

d13 − r1 − r3
2

)
· cos θ′, y134 =

(
r1 +

d13 − r1 − r3
2

)
· sin θ′ (5.35b)

x234 = d12 +
(
r2 +

d23 − r2 − r3
2

)
· cos θ′′, y234 =

(
r2 +

d23 − r2 − r3
2

)
· sin θ′′ (5.35c)

When all the relevant coordinates for the hole is calculated the area of each hole is obtained
by a function in Matlab called, polyarea (Matlab documentation 2019).

Since everything is performed for both the top and bottom of the jet grout columns, only
the smaller area of the two is used in hole size distribution described later in this section.
The reason for using the smallest of the two areas is due to hydraulic aspects but also due
to the overestimation of area due to the simplified way of calculating the polygon area.
When the algorithm has determined if there is a hole or not, and if necessary calculated
the area it is terminated with the output containing a failure indication variable and an
area size variable.

The outputs are gathered in vectors where the failure indication vector consists of ±1,
where +1 means no hole between the column triplet and −1, means that there is a hole.
The area output is only registered if the failure indication is −1. This means that the
length of the area vector will be the same as the number −1’s in the failure indication
vector.

When a whole grid has been analyzed the failure indication vector of that grid is checked
to see if it contains any −1’s, and in that case the bottom plug has failed. If the current
grid has failed it is indicated in a global failure indication vector in the same manner as
for the grid failure vector. Two global area vectors are stored, one with all individual hole
areas and one where all the holes in each grid is summed and stored.
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(a) Case 2. (b) Case 3.

(c) Case 4. (d) Case 5.

(e) Case 6. (f) Case 7.

(g) Case 8. (h) Case 9.

Figure 5.5: The possible holes between three jet grouted columns in the probabilistic model
for a bottom plug. And the definition of the hole area calculation in each case, defined by
the dashed lines.
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All this is iterated for as many grids as deemed suitable for the failure probability to
converge, which also can be seen in one of the resulting plots. The failure probability is
calculated by Equation 5.36. Where, fp, is the global failure vector and NI is the total
number of tested constellations.

pf =
sum(fp < 0)

NI
(5.36)

The final output of the model is the probability of failure in terms of one or more holes,
a histogram with the normalized total hole area on the x-axis and the probability density
on the y-axis and a maximum normalized hole area with a certain confidence based on
the calculated statistical distribution. The normalized total hole area is calculated by
Equation 5.37.

Anorm =
Aholes
Aplug

· 100 (5.37)

Where, Aholes, is the result of the simulation and Aplug, is calculated by Equation 5.38.

Aplug =
(

(m− 1) · cc.x+
µd
2

)
·
(

(n− 1) · cc.y +
µd
2

)
(5.38)

The result, the histogram, is then presented together with relevant input parameters of
that particular simulation.

5.2.2 Probabilistic model for sealing of sheet pile toe

The model designed for the assessment of the hole area of a wall like extension between a
sheet pile wall and bedrock uses the same types of statistically distributed variables as the
bottom plug model. However this model uses the normally distributed diameter somewhat
differently. The columns are lengthwise divided into equally high discs all assigned a
randomly drawn diameter from the statistical distribution. The columns diameters are
also positively correlated with each other so that if one disc diameter becomes small the
other discs at the same level also have a tendency to become small, likewise large. This
is implemented to simulate the natural layering and inhomogeneity of the soil, mentioned
in Subsection 4.2. Similar to the bottom plug model, the purpose is to calculate the
probability that there will occur one or more holes and the total area of holes in the
construction.

The model needs the information about the constellation of the construction. To define this
the input parameters needed are the number of columns, n; the centre-distance between
the columns, cc; the depth to the top of the columns, ht; the depth to the bottom of the
columns, hb, and delta height of the discs, ∆h. The idealized layout is plotted in a x − y
coordinate system with the first column placed in the origin and the last at (cc · (n−1), 0).
The diameter displayed in the idealized layout are as for the other model the mean-value
of the normal distribution. One example pattern containing 10 columns, i.e. n = 10 is
shown in Figure 5.6.

The columns three dimensional axis geometry is defined using the idealized pattern and
the statistical distributions for the deviation in position on the ground surface, dpos, the
azimuth for the position deviation, αpos, the deviation in vertical inclination, βinc, and its
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Figure 5.6: Idealized layout for the sheet pile toe model.

azimuth, αinc. The definition of the inclination can be seen in Figure 5.3. The centre-
coordinate for each disc is calculated by first deciding the position where each centre-axis
pierces the ground surface, which is decided by the layout coordinates, Lxj and Lyj , and
the position deviation and its azimuth, and calculated using Equations 5.39 and 5.40.

scxj = Lxj + dpos.j · cosαpos.j (5.39)

scyj = Lyj + dpos.j · sinαpos.j (5.40)

When all columns centre-axis at the surface are known, the centre-coordinates for each
disc can be calculated using Equations 5.41 and 5.42.

Xi,j = scxj + hi · sinαinc.j · cosβinc.j (5.41)

Yi,j = scyj + hi · sinαinc.j · sinβinc.j (5.42)

Where hi ranges from ht to (hb −∆h) with the step size ∆h. This will result in the two
matrices Xi,j and Yi,j containing the x- and y-coordinates for the discs where the indices
j indicates which column it concerns and i which depth position the disc has.

A equally large matrix containing the discs diameters is generated. To enable the cor-
relation between the column diameters at the same depth the generating process for the
diameter is carried out somewhat differently than in the bottom plug model. An additional
correlation parameter, ρ, is needed together with the mean value, µ, and the standard de-
viation, σ. First off a correlation matrix, P , is constructed with the size n×n, the diagonal
consisting of ones and the rest ρ, like illustrated by Equation 5.43.

P =


1 ρ · · · ρ
ρ 1 · · · ρ
...

...
. . .

...
ρ ρ · · · 1

 (5.43)
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(a) Two correlated columns plotted in 3D. (b) Correlation pattern between the diameters.

Figure 5.7: Representation of two columns between −15 and −25 with a diameter correla-
tion of ρ = 0.85.

The indices implies that the diameter in the same column is perfectly correlated with it self
and the ρ’s determine the correlation factor between columns m and n which in this case
indicates the row and column in the matrix. The P -matrix is therefore always diagonally
symmetrical but in this case only consists of two values 1 and ρ, since it is considered that
all columns share the same soil layering. The reason is to mimic natural soil discontinuities
and inhomogeneities which is often the case in till, as mentioned in Subsection 4.2. This is
not always true especially for very long walls but this simplification is done in the model.
At this stage the P -matrix is used to generate n series of (0, 1) uniformly distributed
copulas that are correlated to each other with the correlation factor specified in P and
the series length equal to the number of discs. This is done using the Matlab-function
copularnd(Matlab documentation 2019). The uniform distributions are then transformed
in to normal distributions using the function norminv (Matlab documentation 2019), that
takes the uniform distributions, the mean-value and standard deviations as input. The
diameter matrix now consists of columns with normally distributed series with mean-value
µ, and standard deviation σ, that are correlated with each other with the correlation
factor ρ.

All information generated up to this point is sufficient to illustrate the constellation graph-
ically in 3D. One example using only two columns (n = 2) and the correlation factor 0.85
is illustrated in Figure 5.7.

It is also possible to analyze possible holes in the constellation. Using jet grouting columns
in this way the water cut-off works vertically instead of horizontally as compared to the
bottom plug case. Possible holes are therefore calculated as the smallest gap between two
not overlapping discs at a certain dept. To determine if there even is a hole, a check is
performed to see if the discs overlap each other. This is done by picking out all pairs of
discs in two adjacent columns at the same depth and then calculate the shortest distance
between the centre points, ∆p, using Equation 5.44.

∆p =
√

(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 (5.44)

Where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are the coordinates for the centre points of the two discs
examined, as can be seen in Figure 5.8. When ∆p is known it is possible to check if
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Figure 5.8: Definition of ∆p, r1, r2 and the centre coordinates.

Figure 5.9: Hole detected between the middle discs.

there is a hole using the expression in Equation 5.45, where r1 and r2 are the radius of the
two discs.

∆p > r1 + r2 (5.45)

If the expression in Equation 5.45 is fulfilled there is a hole and the area is calculated
according to Equation 5.46.

A = (∆p− r1 − r2) ·∆h (5.46)

The procedure is performed for all combinations of adjacent pairs of discs through the
whole constellation. If a hole is detected as shown in Figure 5.9, it is registered in a failure
vector with a −1, if not, the same position in the vector would get the value +1. If a −1 is
registered the hole area is calculated and stored in an area vector. This whole procedure is
repeated for a large number of constellations based on the same layout. If the local failure
vector for a constellation contains any values below zero, it is registered in a global failure
vector with a −1 as a failed constellation and the sum of the hole areas are stored in a
global area vector. If the local failure vector does not contain any values below zero the
constellation is registered with the value +1. The probability of failure in the layout can
then be calculated with Equation 5.47. Where fp is the global failure vector and NI is the
total number of tested constellations.

pf =
sum(fp < 0)

NI
(5.47)
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The final output of the model is the probability of failure in terms of one or more holes,
a histogram with the normalized total hole area on the x-axis and the probability density
on the y-axis and a maximum normalized hole area with a certain confidence based on
the calculated statistical distribution. The normalized total hole area is calculated by
Equation 5.48.

Anorm =
Aholes
Awall

· 100 (5.48)

Wherein, Aholes, is the result of the simulation and Awall, is calculated by Equation 5.49.

Awall =
(

(n− 1) · cc+
µd
2

)
· (hb − ht) (5.49)

The result, the histogram, is then presented together with relevant input parameters of
that particular simulation.

5.2.3 Limitations in the probabilistic models

Here the limitations and simplifications of the probabilistic models are presented. Some
areas that did not get treated due to the limited size of this thesis.

• The connection between jet grouted column and bedrock/sheet pile wall

The models do not take into account the vertical overlap of the column and the sheet pile
wall and not how the interaction between the column and bedrock can influence the sealing
result.

• The leakage through bedrock and/or sheet pile wall

As described further ahead in Section 5.5 the sealing is not only dependant of the jet
grouting but also dependant of the sheet pile wall and possible rock curtain grouting. In
the models above the jet grouted structure is evaluated and not the sealing system as a
whole.

• A more detailed method to account for shadow effects

As described previously the authors account for the shadow effects by assuming that it is
accounted for in the standard deviation of the column diameter. This simplification is not
ideal and a different approach would increase the reliability of the models.

• The human factor

In the models it is assumed that no column is missing i.e not forgotten or missed in
production and that the design is well made so that no drilling in previous columns is
performed.

• The treatment process
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As described in Section 3.3, there is different treatment processes. However the models do
not include the possible influence of the treatment process on the sealing result.

• The variation of bedrock depth

The model for sealing under sheet pile toe can only simulate a wall between two defined
depths and thus an inclined and varying rock surface is not possible to imitate.

• The fact that a hole is counted as a hole if it occurs in the top and bottom of the
grid in the bottom plug model

This means that a counted hole might be sealed somewhere along the plugs height.

5.3 Assessment of water flow through a jet grout cutoff

To asses the leakage through the jet grouted cutoffs, the bottom plug or the sealing under
the sheet pile toe, Darcys law will be used, see Equation 5.50.

Q = K ·A · h
L

(5.50)

Wherein Q, is the quantity of water flow in m3/s, K is the hydraulic conductivity of the
material in m/s, A is the cross sectional area in m2 and h/L is the hydraulic gradient in
m/m. Darcys law presumes laminar flow and h/L can be seen as a measure of the slope
of the water table or the water head in a confined aquifer (Powers et al. 2007). When
estimating Q in this thesis h is the water head and L is one meter. Both of the two sealing
structure will be regarded as one part area with jet grouted material and thus with a low
K and one part area composed of holes, considered to have the same K as the original soil.
From soil investigations the soil types and therefore its K can be estimated with the help
of literature and regarding the Slussen case study, investigations have been made which
resulted in a K of 10−3 m/s. The K of soil is largely dependant of the time of year and
several other factors (Carlsson and Gustafson 1997). Furthermore from previous Lugeon
tests performed by Won-Pyo et al. (2001) on jet grouted columns in different soils, the K
of the jet grouted material can be estimated, whereas the tests indicate that the K for the
jet grouted columns ranges between 10−9 m/s and 10−7 m/s.

Lastly Aholes, Awall and Aplug is an output from the models described in Section 5.2 and
from groundwater measurements performed at the sites the hydraulic head can be obtained.
From this a conclusion can be made that with a certain confidence, a certain amount of
flow, Q, will occur for a certain jet grout formation. This information is used to evaluate
the models by comparing the calculated inflow with that obtained in the eventual pumping
tests performed in the three case studies.

5.4 Methods for validating the result

Since the purpose of jet grouting is to perform the process within the ground, different
methods need to be used to be able to know the result in the soil. An important parameter
to validate is the column diameter since it is a property that affects all design and every
application of jet grouted columns. The most direct method according to Kimpritis et al.
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(2018) is to make a certain number of columns using the parameters prescribed in the
design and then excavate to be able to examine the column visually. This makes it possible
to measure a mean diameter by hand and get an understanding of the variation of diameter
for the in-situ conditions. And by the observations validate that the design is correct or
alter parameters to achieve the desired result. However this technique is expensive and time
consuming if the columns is situated at large depth, a limited time frame exists and in some
cases it might not even be possible. The second direct method is, core drilling (Kimpritis
et al. 2018). This method is performed by using a drill rig and taking an inclined core
sample through the soil and column. By knowing the position of the column, inclination
of the core drilling, distances and by measuring the core sample from the column one can
calculate the diameter of the column by trigonometric relations. The two direct methods
is deemed as the most accurate ones by Kimpritis et al. (2018). However from this thesis
perspective, core drilling is only a suitable method to utilize if it is done in a test column
since the method creates a hole which in some cases lowers the sealing effect.

There are also many indirect methods whereas no visual inspection is done. The thermic
method is based on the temperature changes during the curing process of the cement. The
temperature is measured in the core of the column and the achieved diameter and cement
quantity in the column can be derived (Kimpritis et al. 2018). The method using column
callipers is also a indirect method that is used in fresh jet grouted columns (Croce, Flora,
et al. 2017). It is a mechanical device that is lowered down in the center of the column
and where two arms are ejected while the pressure needed to eject them is measured. By
the measurement of pressure a difference can be seen when the arms enter the untreated
soil and thereby is outside the diameter of the column. The advantage of using calipers
is that it can be used at any depth, however larger depth will make it harder to keep
the calipers centered in the column. A more primitive indirect method is that of using
painted bars (Kimpritis et al. 2018), these are installed vertically in the ground around
the center of the column at a distance close to the expected diameter. After the grouting
process is done the bars is retrieved from the ground and the diameter is estimated by
the removal of paint on the rods. This method is quite commonly used since it is easy to
set up and is cheap. Seismic methods could also be used (Mackens et al. 2015) where the
p-wave velocity is measured with sensors and from the p-wave velocity the diameter can
be derived. Hydrophones is another method that could be used (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017).
The hydrophones is inserted into pipes (filled with water) that is installed into the ground
roughly at the distance of expected radius from the columns center. During the grouting
process the sound is recorded that is caused by the jet hitting the pipes and from analyzing
the sound a column diameter can be derived. It is a method often used in field trials or on
test columns during construction.

Theoretical methods can also be used to validate the column diameter from the design with
an approximate value during production (Kimpritis et al. 2018). For example, by using
the latter of the two methods presented in Section 5.1.1.

To be able to validate the overlap between columns which is an important factor for the
construction. Especially when using jet grouting for sealing since that is where the smallest
section of grout exists. To examine the overlapping zone there are some available methods
(Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). One method is to core drill in the intersection, see Figure 5.10,
and examine the cores homogeneity and from that alter parameters if necessary or add a
column. This is preferably done on test columns to not risk the integrity of the cut off.
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Figure 5.10: Core from overlapping zone in Slussen, performed with single fluid system
and fresh in fresh sequence in gravelly sand.

Another example instead of core drilling is instrumented drilling, by recording drill proper-
ties during the drilling procedure a qualitative assessment can be made of the overlapping
zone (Cardu et al. 2013). The columns can also be dug forth for inspection in the same
way as assessing the column diameter.

There are also methods to validate some of the columns structural properties. The most
common method is core drilling (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). The cores can then be tested
in laboratory by for example an unconfined compressive test. The cores permeability can
also be tested in laboratory.

The validation methods presented above is in reality related to small parts of formations or
single columns and is foremost methods to validate the design, mainly column diameters
and overlap. But to validate the sealing effect of a jet grouted structure there is not as many
methods. From the case studies performed in this thesis a straight forward pumping test is
the most common method used. It is performed by first pumping the excavation dry and
then measuring the flow into the excavation during a specified time frame, most commonly
measured as, m3/h (Carlsson and Gustafson 1997). If the excavation is big the pumping
test can sometimes be done on a smaller portion. It is recommended to wait at least one
day before starting to pump the excavation dry again, to let the flow stabilize. The volume
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that the pump removes after letting the excavation fill up during one day is measured as
well as the time it took to fill the excavation by this amount, from these two measurements
the inflow into the excavation, into an open well, can be calculated. This method is a
way to prove that sufficient sealing is accomplished according to the specified limit often
stated in the contract. Another possibility is to use ground water measurements in the
area around the site and inside the excavation. The validation is performed by pumping
the ground water pipe inside the excavation dry and measuring the levels at the outside
and on the inside of the excavation. It is then possible to conclude if any water is flowing
to the inside of the excavation i.e through the cutoff.

5.5 Reliability of validation

In this part the reliability of validation methods is discussed, mainly regarding the methods
utilized in the three case studies. The method of direct visual inspection and measurement
is seen as one of the most reliable validation methods to validate column diameter (Kim-
pritis et al. 2018). However the degree of reliability is dependant of to what extent the
method is utilized. In some cases only the top of the column is inspected and in other
projects the excavation is performed further. However in production, time is a valuable
asset and therefore it is often only the top of the column that is inspected to validate the
diameter. A second aspect of reliability is that of local variations of soil conditions at site
that subsequently varies the column diameter. So to be able to achieve a reliable result
of an inspection it is of importance to construct the columns for inspection at a part of
the site where the soil conditions is as general as possible or on parts where big variations
occur. This is of course more important on big sites where bigger variations is more likely
and this is also done to different extent in different projects since it is time consuming.

The use of hydrophones is a method to validate the column diameter as mentioned in
Section 5.4. To achieve high reliability with this method it is important to calibrate the
hydrophones correctly (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). To be able to calibrate it is important to
measure the inclination of the pipes where the hydrophones is installed and their position
at the surface. If the calibration is not done properly the recorded sound will contain too
much errors and therefore only result in qualitative information.

When validating the overlap with core drilling its reliability depends on how well the drilling
hits the overlap and the length of the cores retrieved (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017). It is also
dependant of how many overlaps that is controlled by core drilling since variations can oc-
cur. However in many cases a small percent of overlaps is investigated and a generalization
is done. The method also damages the integrity of the formation if many cores is retrieved.

When it comes to the most commonly used method to validate the sealing, the pumping
test, it is very hard to isolate the cause of leakage. In both the applications, bottom plug
and sealing under sheet pile toe, there are several construction parts integrated to create
a system of sealing. In this system the leakage can either be caused by;

• faults in the sheet pile wall,

• by faults in the jet grouted formation,

• by faults in a rock grout curtain or

• by combinations of the above.
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Thus it is hard to achieve construct validity if the aim of the pumping test is to conclude
anything about the performance of the jet grouted part. Therefore it can only be deemed a
reliable method to use for validating the sealing of the whole system if confounding factors
and background variables can be controlled. Ground water measurements as a method to
validate the result is not ideal. It is often quite time consuming since it takes time for the
flow to stabilize and it is also difficult to isolate the cause of ground water change since
the ground water depositories can be large whereas a change might not even be noticeable.
The result is also not possible to quantify, which is desirable. It also produces problems if
rock excavation is done. Since the sealing is tested before excavation begins the blasting
can rearrange the cracks. Consequently can a rock curtain grouting that was deemed as
tight start leaking again.
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6 Parametric analysis

To highlight which parameters that have the most influence on the result i.e the normalized
hole area, a parametric analysis has been performed. This was done to enable the authors
to identify which parameters wherein the least uncertainty is preferred. Regarding the two
probabilistic models, a reference simulation is carried out which corresponds to a reference
value, estimated from literature, of the parameter currently tested while the rest of the
reference parameters is fixed. From the reference value an increase and decrease of ten and
twenty percent were performed to conclude how the parameter influences the result, the
normalized total hole area. The parameters that are analyzed is the statistical parameters
defining the three stochastic variables and the correlation factor in the sheet pile toe model.

6.1 Probabilistic model for bottom plug

The grid that is used for the reference simulation is shown in Figure 6.1 which is the same
throughout the parametric analysis, no analysis is performed to examine the effects that the
grid size might have. In Figure 6.2, the convergence of the hole probability is shown using
five thousand iterations, the number if iterations will also remain constant throughout the
parametric analysis.

In Figure 6.3 the result of the reference simulation for the bottom plug model is presented
with the relevant input parameters to the left.

Each stochastic variable is defined by a mean value, µ, and a standard deviation, σ.
Furthermore there are three stochastic variables and consequently six different parame-
ters to analyze. Each parameter is increased and decreased from the reference value by
−20,−10, 10, 20% and consequently each parameter is analyzed with five different values.
The five values of each parameter are then plotted against the normalized hole area, Anorm,

Figure 6.1: Analyzed reference grid.
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Figure 6.2: Convergence of probability for one or more holes, using five thousand iterations.

Figure 6.3: Result of reference simulation and input parameters used.

of the bottom plug which shows each parameters influence. In Figure 6.4 the compilation
of the resulting graphs is presented. In Figure 6.4 the parameter, µd, is not included since
it influences Anorm much more than the other parameters, see Figure 6.5.

Finally in Table 6.1 the factor of increase of Anorm is presented when each parameter is
changed by ±20%. In Table 6.1 it is shown that, µd, is the far most important parameter
regarding the normalized hole area. It is not a surprise that the increase of Anorm is as big
as around 450 when decreasing µd, with −20% since it consequently creates a hole between
all columns in the idealized grid, see Figure 6.6. An increase of µd will on the other hand
decrease Anorm to almost zero, see Figure 6.5. However would such a big increase create
problems that is not integrated in the model, further discussed in Section 8.
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Figure 6.4: The graphs of each parameter analysed, plotted together.

Figure 6.5: The mean diameter, µd, and the normalized hole area, Anorm.
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Table 6.1: Each parameters highest influence on Anorm, using ±20% from the reference
value.

Parameter Increase factor of Anorm [-]

µd 453.52
σd 4.14
µp 1.27
σp 1.04
µi 1.28
σi 1.08

Figure 6.6: The grid when µd is decreased by 20% from the reference value.

6.2 Probabilistic model for sealing of sheet pile toe

The parametric analysis of this model is performed in the same manner as for the bottom
plug model, a reference simulation is performed with reasonable values gathered from the
literature. Each parameter that is to be analyzed is then altered individually while the
rest is left unchanged from the reference simulation. All the parameters are tested with
a value -20, -10, +10 and +20% from the reference value. In Figure 6.7 the reference
layout is presented and in Figure 6.8 the convergence of probability for one or more holes
is presented using forty thousand iterations.
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(a) Analyzed reference layout. (b) Overlap of analyzed reference layout.

Figure 6.7: The reference simulation layout.

Figure 6.8: Convergence of the probability for one or more holes, using forty thousand
iterations.

The result of the reference simulation with its input parameters is presented in Figure 6.9.
Each stochastic variable is defined by a mean value, µ, and a standard deviation, σ. Fur-
thermore there are three stochastic variables and consequently seven different parameters
to analyze when including the correlation factor, ρ, described in Subsection 5.2.2. Each
parameter is increased and decreased from the reference value by −20,−10, 10, 20% and
consequently each parameter is analyzed with five different values. The five values of each
parameter is then plotted against normalized hole area of the wall, Anorm, which shows each
parameters influence. In Figure 6.10 the compilation of the resulting graphs is presented.

Furthermore in Figure 6.11 the graph of µd is presented which is not included in Figure 6.10
because of the parameters exceptionally higher influence on Anorm. A deeper analysis is
performed of the correlation factor, ρ, since the trend is somewhat unclear using only five
points. Therefore twenty values is used between its minimum to its maximum value and
the result is presented in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.9: Result of reference simulation and input parameters used.

Figure 6.10: The graphs of each parameter analysed, plotted together.

In Figure 6.12 it is shown that ρ, is influencing Anorm exponentially, however not as much
as µd and σd. Table 6.2 presents the increase factor of Anorm when a change of ±20%
on each parameter is performed, wherein it is clear that, µd and σd, stands out from the
rest of the parameters. As presented in Figure 6.11 would an increase of µd, decrease the
normalized hole area to almost zero. However would such a big increase create problems
that is not integrated in the model, further discussed in Section 8.
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Figure 6.11: The mean diameter, µd, and the normalized hole area, Anorm.

Figure 6.12: The correlation factor, ρ, and the normalized hole area, Anorm.
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Table 6.2: Each parameters highest influence on the normalized hole area, using ±20%
from the reference value.

Parameter Increase factor of Anorm [-]

µd 31.17
σd 2.46
ρd 1.20
µp 1.16
σp 1.06
µi 1.34
σi 1.11
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7 Case studies

Here three projects are presented which was used to evaluate the models that have been
developed and described in Subsection 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. Each case study is simulated in
the models with input from the prescribed design, for example regarding center distances
and depths, see Appendix B. However the design diameters, seen as the mean diameters
in the probabilistic models, µd, are evaluated using the methods in Subsection 5.1.1. The
calculations are presented in Appendix A. The remaining parameters defining the stochastic
variables are gathered from the literature based on the jet grouting execution and soil
properties at each site.

7.1 Tygeln, Solna

In Solna, Stockholm a new office building is being constructed by demolishing four ex-
isting houses built around 1955. The new office building is planned to be approximately
4900 m2 at foundation level. The site is surrounded by buildings, roads and the railway,
Ostkustbanan. The topography of the site is quite varying. The ground surface is generally
inclined downwards from south to north and locally from east to west in the south part.

Figure 7.1: Overview of the site and soil investigations performed in Tygeln, Solna.
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Figure 7.2: Examples of investigations at Tygeln, showing in the bottom till soil (Triangles)
and further up the clay soil (Straight line).

The soil profile generally consists of fill over clay over friction soil or bedrock. Since the
ground surface is inclined the thickness of the different soils varies over the site. In the
higher part of the site the soil profile is mainly fill and friction soil over the bedrock and
in the lower parts the profile consists of fill over a layer clay starting at circa +3.5 to circa
−0.5 where the friction soil begins, see Figure 7.2. The friction soil is probably some kind
of gravelly till, as can be seen in Figure 7.2, it is also the reason that the sheet pile wall
can not be driven to sufficient depth. In this project jet grouting is utilized to seal under
the sheet pile toe. This to prevent a lowering of the groundwater table which could cause
settlement of the surrounding structures due to a lowering of pore water pressure in the
clay surrounding the site. Since the site is inclined and have bedrock at the surface in
some of the higher parts, jet grouting is only performed along two sides where it is deemed
necessary. A rock grout curtain performed on all the sides of the excavation. In Figure 7.1,
the site and the location of the soil investigations is presented. In the same Figure section
B and D is presented, it is along these two sections the jet grouting is performed. During
production the friction soil was classified as a gravelly silty till.

A total of 22 investigations and two measurements of groundwater level have been per-
formed along section B and D. The information that is of interest for this thesis is the soil
profile, soil classification, groundwater measurements and depth to bedrock as mentioned
in Section 2.2. The jet grouting is performed through pre-installed casing tubes, as de-
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scribed in Section 3.2. This is done to limit possible deviation of the position, angle and
spacing to increase the quality of the jet grouting. The centre distance between the casing
tubes is 0.6 m and the design diameter of each column is 1 m. The grouting is performed
with the double fluid system using a grout pressure of about 40 MPa, a air pressure of
about 0.2 MPa and a grout flow of about 300 l/min. The grout is mixed with a water
cement ratio, Ω, of 1.1. The rotation speed used, Rs, is 20 rpm and continuous lifting of
0.85 m/min is used. The jet grouting columns is roughly between 1 − 3 m and mostly
performed fresh in fresh.

The groundwater table in the lower part of Tygeln i.e where the jet grouting is performed is
deposited in the friction-soil underneath the clay and during one year before construction
began the level fluctuated between +3.3 − +3.5. A pumping test through ground water
pipes, as described in Section 5.4, is performed at Tygeln, to asses the sealing result.

7.1.1 Results

The first parameter that is of interest when estimating water inflow is the total hole area in
the structure, Aholes, which is the sum of the sections individual hole areas. The resulting
Aholes in the jet grouted structure calculated with the model described in Subsection 5.2.2
becomes in this case; 0.17 m2 which is 0.08 % of Awall. In Table 7.1 the estimation of
water flow in to the excavation is presented. The input used in the simulation is presented
in Appendix B and the water flow is calculated by the method described in Subsection 5.3.
A mean value for Kgrout is used while the water flow is calculated by two different val-
ues of Ksoil. One conductivity representing a more water bearing soil whereas the lower
conductivity represents a less water bearing soil. The result is that with 80% certainty a
maximum water flow of 13−1.5 m3/day will occur. The two water flows ranges widely due
to the uncertainty of the conductivity of the soil. There are many methods to estimate the
conductivity of the soil. However this is not the purpose of the case study, nor the thesis
but instead the results highlights the potential water flows that can occur.

As mentioned earlier is a pumping test in ground water pipes performed at site. The
conclusion of the test was that a lowering of groundwater inside the excavation did not

Table 7.1: Estimation of hole area and water flow in Tygeln. The values of Ksoil that
represents the gravelly silty till, is acquired from Carlsson and Gustafson (1997). The
sections are divided according to Appendix B.

Results from simulation, representing Tygeln and calculated water flow

Section
Hole area
[m2]

Grout area
[m2]

Ksoil [m/s] Kgrout [m/s] Q [m3/day]

1 0.004 6.376 10−4/10−6 10−8 0.03/0.00
2 0.002 5.198 10−4/10−6 10−8 0.08/0.02
3 0.017 21.543 10−4/10−6 10−8 0.80/0.10
4 0.025 30.695 10−4/10−6 10−8 1.58/0.19
5 0.019 22.781 10−4/10−6 10−8 0.46/0.05
6 0.013 16.107 10−4/10−6 10−8 0.79/0.09
7 0.081 89.199 10−4/10−6 10−8 8.85/0.96
8 0.01 13.43 10−4/10−6 10−8 0.76/0.10

Sum: 13.35/1.51
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affect the level outside the sealing system. However when the excavation started and
reached underneath the ground water level substantial amounts of water was needed to
be pumped out of the excavation. The flow was slightly higher than the results from
the simulation however was the water source not possible to derive. A estimation of the
column diameter, with the method by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017), was also carried out by
the authors. The calculations is presented in Appendix A and the resulting diameter was
1.0 m which is the same as the design diameter.

7.2 Slussen, Södermalm

In Slussen, Stockholm the existing structures i.e. the bus terminal, the sluice, the docks
and traffic areas are being rebuilt. In a part of this project a shaft for cables and piping is
constructed and the excavation for constructing the shaft is sealed in the bottom by a jet

Figure 7.3: Overview of the sheet pile excavation in Slussen, Södermalm and relevant soil
investigations, the sheet pile excavation is sealed by a jet grouted bottom plug.
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Figure 7.4: Two examples of soil investigation results in Slussen, showing alluvial friction
soil consisting of sand and gravel.

grouted bottom plug, described more in detail in Subsection 3.3. The reason for sealing
the excavation, where the excavation level is located below the ground water table, is that
the concrete structure needs to be constructed under dry conditions. Just pumping out
the water would probably not be sufficient due to the high conductivity of the soil and
would probably also jeopardize surrounding structures due to lowering of the ground water
table. In Figure 7.3 the excavation is presented together with the layout of the jet grouted
bottom plug.

As can be seen in Figure 7.3 there are several soil investigations that have been performed
around the excavation in Slussen and the results are quite similar between the investigation
points. The investigations show that the soil is sandy gravel or gravelly sand in the depth
span where the jet grouted bottom plug is performed, see Figure 7.4. The soil conditions is
anticipated since the Brunkeberg esker is stretching through Slussen and the soil conditions
is typical for eskers in Sweden, described more in detail in Subsection 4.2.

In Slussen the design diameter of the columns is 1.5 m, the centre distance is 1.1 m and
the spacing between the rows is 0.95 m. The single fluid system is used and the columns is
performed as fresh in fresh sequence, one row at a time. Furthermore a water cement ratio,
Ω, of 0.8 is used, with a grout pressure of 42 MPa and continuous lifting of 0.42 m/min
with a rotation speed of 8 rpm. The bottom plug is constructed between −5.6 and − 2.4,
the groundwater table is measured around the site and is quite constant at, +0.37, and the
ground level is at +2.2.

In Slussen the contractor is required to perform five test columns to validate the overlapping
and the design diameter, this is done by visual inspection of the top of the columns, see
Figure 7.5, and by core drilling in the overlap zone (see Figure 5.10) and by hydrophones,
three of the methods that is described in Subsection 5.4. The design diameter of 1.5 m
is confirmed when inspecting the test columns. Lastly a pumping test, as described in
Subsection 5.4, is performed in Slussen, to asses the sealing result.
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Figure 7.5: Validation of diameter in Slussen through direct measurements and inspection.

7.2.1 Results

In Table 7.2 the estimation of water flow is presented. The hole area, Aholes, acquired
from the model, described in Subsection 5.2.1, is 0.0177 m2 which is circa 0.01 % of Aplug.
For this case the water that flows through the grout is neglected since the length of the
grouted zone is much longer than in the other two cases. Consequently will the flow not
reach the top of the plug during the time of construction. Furthermore, the value of Ksoil

is acquired from a hydro-geological survey performed in the area.

In Figure 7.6 the result from the simulation is presented which the calculated water flow is
based upon. A qualitative estimation, acquired from the contractor, is that the water inflow
in Slussen was circa 10− 25 m3/day. Obtained by letting the excavation fill up during two
days and then measure the amount of water pumped out, one of the methods described in
Subsection 5.4. The contractor also stated that there was quite high flows of water through
the sheet pile wall, through faulty interlocks, when the measurement was performed. With
this inflow no change was noticed in the ground water measurements performed at site. A

Table 7.2: Estimation of hole area and water flow, Slussen. The value of Ksoil is acquired
from a hydrogeological survey performed at site.

Results from simulation and calculated water flow
Section Hole area [m2] Ksoil [m/s] Q [m3/day]
1 0.0177 10−3 6.68
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Figure 7.6: Results and input data from the simulation made in Slussen.

estimation of the column diameter, with the method by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017), was also
carried out by the authors. The calculations is presented in Appendix A and the resulting
diameter was 0.89 m which is lower than the design diameter.

7.3 Piloten, Bromma

In Bromma, Stockholm a new building complex is planned for hotel and commercial spaces
as a part of the mall area, Bromma Blocks. The new building is approximately 17500 m2

at foundation level and the site is surrounded by other structures such as buildings, roads
and a bridge for the tram line, Tvärbanan. The topography of the site is generally flat
and the soil profile consists from the top of fill, dry crust clay, clay, friction soil and
bedrock. The thickness of the different soil layers vary throughout the site. Several soil
investigations has been done at site and in Figure 7.7 a overview of the site and probing
is shown. Furthermore, in Figure 7.8, the interpreted soil profile along a portion of section
A-A is presented. As mentioned before the thickness of the soil layers is quite varying
throughout the site, however is the soil types and their order the same. In some parts of
the site boulders have been encountered in the lower clay and friction-soil layers and the
probing also indicates that the friction soil is quite loosely packed. The clay is regarded to
be medium-plastic to highly-plastic because of its high water ratio. From the authors sieve
analysis, presented in Appendix C, the friction soil is classified as a sandy gravelly till.

The jet grouting is carried out using pre-drilling before jet grouting with a single fluid
system. A grout pressure of about 42 MPa is used and a grout flow of about 265 l/min.
The grout is mixed with water cement ratio, Ω, of 1.0 and intermittently lifting is used
with steps of 4 cm with a stationary time of circa 7 s. The rotation speed, Rs, is 15 rpm
and most of the columns is between 1 − 4 m long. The design column diameter is 1.0 m
with a centre distance of 0.6 m and the jet grouting is performed as fresh in hard with
circa one day curing time before adjacent column is performed. The reason for using jet
grouting at Piloten is the same as for Tygeln and rock curtain grouting is also performed
at Piloten along the sides where the excavation continues below the bedrock surface. No
validation of sealing was performed at this site.
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Figure 7.7: Overview of Piloten site and soil investigation points.

The groundwater at Piloten is divided in two depositories, one above the clay which is not
permanent and one underneath. It is only in the lower depository measurements have been
carried out and it shows that the level fluctuates between, +2.2 and+ 3.0, during the year.
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Figure 7.8: Interpretation of soil profile obtained through soil investigations at Piloten,
Bromma. From the bottom, bedrock, friction soil, clay, dry crust clay and fill.

7.3.1 Results

The first parameter that is of interest when estimating water inflow is Aholes, which is the
sum of the sections individual hole areas. Using the model described in Subsection 5.2.2,
Aholes becomes 1.07 m2, which is 0.2 % of Awall. In Table 7.3 the estimation of water flow
in to the excavation is presented. The input used in the simulation is presented in Appendix
B and the water flow is calculated by the method described in Subsection 5.3. A mean
value for Kgrout is used while the water flow is calculated by two different values of Ksoil.
One conductivity representing a more water bearing soil whereas the lower conductivity
represents a less water bearing soil. The result is that with 80% certainty a maximum
water flow of 72 − 4 m3/day will occur. The two water flows ranges widely due to the
conductivity of the soil. There are many methods to estimate the conductivity of the soil.
However this is not the purpose of the case study, nor the thesis but instead the results
highlights the potentially high water flows that can occur.

As the excavation proceeded a quite substantial amount of water was initially needed
to be pumped. The amount was larger than expected and larger than the results from
the simulation. However was the source of water not possible to derive. Confounding
factors, such as process water, snow melting, rain and drainage from masses inside the
excavation was not accounted for. The initial high pumping was gradually reduced to
more reasonable levels but due to production priorities the confounding factors was still
not possible to control. A estimation of the column diameter, with the method by Croce,
Flora, et al. (2017), was also carried out. The calculations is presented in Appendix A and
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the resulting diameter was 1.16 m, fairly close to the design value. The method proposed
by Shen et al. (2013) was also tested and the calculations are presented in Appendix A, it
resulted in diameters between 4.6− 6.3 m which is much larger than the design value.

Table 7.3: Estimation of hole area and water flow in Piloten. The sections are divided
according to Appendix B. The values of Ksoil that represents the sandy gravelly till, are
acquired from Carlsson and Gustafson (1997).

Results from simulation, representing Piloten and calculated water flow

Section
Hole area
[m2]

Grout area
[m2]

Ksoil [m/s] Kgrout [m/s] Q [m3/day]

1 0.138 78.142 10−4/10−6 10−8 9.54/0.60
2 0.311 142.409 10−4/10−6 10−8 27.70/1.48
3 0.175 85.865 10−4/10−6 10−8 11.39/0.64
4 0.206 84.914 10−4/10−6 10−8 16.23/0.80
5 0.131 67.709 10−4/10−6 10−8 6.49/0.38
6 0.109 76.091 10−4/10−6 10−8 0.66/0.05

Sum: 72.01/3.95
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8 Discussion

The discussion is divided in four parts where the results, the questions stated in Aim and
purpose and relevant sections of the thesis are discussed.

8.1 Probabilistic models

The models were developed using an iterative process adding calculations, functions and
result presentations as it went on, testing small parts to ensure functionality and desired
outcome. A goal with the models was to ensure easy modifications of the layout to adapt
the models to different projects of different sizes. To enable this while still maintaining
tractability of the result it was decided after discussion with a researcher at KTH, having
lots of experience with probabilistic analysis, that the main output should be normalized
with regard to the total sealing area. Thus making it possible to compare the result between
different projects of the same type or different parts of the same project.

Limitations

As stated in Subsection 5.2.3 there are many factors that is not included in the probabilistic
models that probably influence the sealing result in reality. The authors feel that some are
more important than others. Firstly we believe that a more thorough method to account
for shadow effects need to be integrated into the models to increase their reliability and
precision. Especially when the jet grouting is performed in till soils and fill where big
fractions often are present, see Subsection 4.2. The shadow effect is very hard to simulate
and the authors do not have a good way to implement it since the models are based on
perfect circles. Secondly is the bedrock surface rarely flat. Thus would a model that could
simulate different lengths of the columns increase its similarity to the target and therefore
its reliability. Thirdly would the bottom plug model increase its similarity to the target by
using the statistical distribution to vary the individual column diameters with depth such
as the model simulating the sealing of the sheet pile toe does. The correlation would in
this case become multidimensional and harder both to implement in the model and would
decrease its tractability. Aholes and number of holes would probably be more accurate as it
would allow an analysis throughout the thickness of the bottom plug. However it would also
increase the computational effort of the model many times. In both models the azimuth
of the position and inclination deviations is uniformly distributed. This means that the
probability for deviation is equal in all directions. In real production this might not be the
entire truth since the jet grouting process often is performed in the same manner for large
parts of the site i.e. the rig faces the same direction for many columns. This means that
the azimuth of deviation probably are more likely to happen in some certain directions
than others. This is though hard to quantify and would need to be thoroughly investigated
to use any other type of distribution.

Parametric analysis

The parametric analysis produced many interesting results, some more unexpected than
other. An expected result is that in both the models µd, is by far the most influential
parameter followed by σd. Some results that was unexpected was that the third most
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influential parameter in both models was µi and that µp not had that high influence. This
is interesting since the contractors today market sophisticated methods to measure the
position of each borehole with an accuracy of 1−2 cm, while they on the other hand many
times use manual inclinometers. The manual inclinometers and bore-rigs with integrated
inclinometers often have small measurement errors with the right handling however the
errors can be much greater when performing jet grouting at site. All production has a
limited time frame and therefore might in reality an ”acceptable” error of inclination be
used at site. Wherein the measurement error is not the governing error but instead it is
how much the operators re-position the machine and/or drill string to reach an acceptable
inclination. This means that the standard deviation and mean value for inclination and
position might have even higher values in real production than those used in the simulations.
Therefore the operators should be focusing on minimizing errors of inclination rather than
position if the goal is to construct a sealing barrier.

Another interesting result in the sheet pile toe model is that the vertical correlation co-
efficient, purely hypothetical with no evidence, ρd, is the fourth most influential. It was
integrated to simulate a higher probability that a small diameter of one column should be
correlated to a small diameter in the other columns at the same depth. This was done
under the assumption that some type of layering and inhomogeneity in the soil at the same
depth would affect all columns in a similar manner. The authors feel that it is a good
approach however should correlation probably be implemented in more dimensions than
the horizontal to increase the models similarity with reality. Another matter is what value
the parameter should posses. As can be seen in Figure 6.12, it has a significant influence
on Anorm within its range. The extreme values, 0 or 1 is not reasonable since 0 means
that there is no correlation at all, i.e. the introduction of the parameter is irrelevant, and
1 means that there is perfect correlation, i.e. all columns have the same diameter at the
same depth. The authors feel that there is no good answer to what value it should have
at the moment and more investigation needs to be done to first and foremost justify that
there is a correlation and secondly what value it should have. The value would probably
depend on the soil properties. In the parametric analysis and the case studies the value
0.5 is chosen since its the mean of the two extreme values and because the authors believe
that some correlation exists and has a real influence, Anorm is increased by ∼ 200% using
0.5 with respect to using no correlation at all.

As can be seen in the Parametric analysis and as mentioned above is µd the parameter
that has the most significant influence on the normalized hole area. It is therefore very
important to confirm actual diameter produced by the method and parameters on site. This
is not only a problem when the diameter gets too small which is obvious from Figure 6.5
and Figure 6.11. It is also a problem when the diameters unintentionally gets too large,
which is not detectable in the figures. From the results in 6 Parametric analysis it looks
like a solution would be to just increase the mean diameter and no holes will occur, this
is not the case since the models does not consider these types of problems. When the
diameter exceeds two times the centre distance, the column will collide with the next
bore hole. This will create different problems depending on what type of sequence that
is used. For the fresh in hard sequence the secondary columns expansion gets prevented
by the shadow effect or gets totally encased by the cured primary column. This can of
course create large holes and subsequently large leakage. For the fresh in fresh sequence,
parts of the previous column can get dissolved and flushed away during the drilling of the
next one, creating holes in unforeseen places. None of these problems connected with the
sequences are accounted for in the models even if the diameters do not get to wide. The
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authors believe that the choice of production sequence can affect the sealing result but to
quantify that in the models is very hard with the information available today. The choice
of sequence should instead be based on aspects regarding production and site conditions.

Actual execution and result

Something that is hard to both specify and to quantify is the impact of the actual execution
at site. This is often conveniently amassed under the term human factor or human error,
which includes such things as: forgotten column, to short column, wrong settings on the
equipment incorrect placement due to poor communication and a lot of other mishaps that
can occur. These errors are quite common, especially under a tight time schedule which
is a normality in today’s construction industry. None of these things are considered in
the probabilistic models but most of them will have a significant impact on the hole area
and consequently the sealing result. Since these errors in the end are all mishaps and
should not exist in the first place together with the fact that they are hard to embody,
the authors felt that the models should not consider them. With that said one should
not neglect their influence on the sealing result and they should therefore be thoroughly
assessed during construction so that they never occur or if so would to happen that they
are compensated for. This can be done by well planned work, clear communication, correct
usage of the monitoring system and well-designed control programs with both qualitative
and quantitative follow-up.

The authors wants to emphasize that the models only account for the actual jet grouting
part of the construction. The jet grouting is merely a part of a larger system for sealing the
excavation where the sheet pile wall, bed rock and preexisting soil are examples of other
parts, see Figure 8.1. The connections between these parts and the jet grouting is of course
also potential sources of leakage. These connections are neither accounted for and further
investigations are needed to be able to say something about the jet grouting limitations
and eventual implementation in the models.

Summary

In spite of the shortcomings and limitations the authors feel that the models take the most
relevant issues into consideration and can therefore be used to better understand the jet
grouting cut-offs. Because of this, the confidence in the parametric analysis is high even
though the exact values can be discussed. The models are not finished in the sense that
they can be used in a real project without considering their structures and limitations. But
with the background knowledge presented in this thesis it is possible to use them to find
parameters of large importance that needs to be evaluated further. The models have lots
of things to perfect and can be improved much further than the limited time frame of this
thesis can enable.

8.2 Column diameter

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the parametric analysis highlights the impor-
tance of confirming the column diameter to ensure a satisfying sealing result. In the
pre-investigations for an upcoming project it can be interesting to calculate an estimation
of the mean diameter, D0, based on the conditions at site and the jet grouting properties.
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Subsection 5.1 describes two methods for doing such calculations, one semi analytical pre-
sented by Shen et al. (2013) and one empirical presented by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017).
None of the methods holds the answer to actual D0, they are just estimations that needs
to be confirmed by any of the validation methods in Subsection 5.4. To evaluate the two
calculation methods for D0 in this study, the three case study objects were used to back
calculate the diameter from the actual used parameters and site conditions.

The method proposed by Shen et al. (2013)

The semi analytical method by Shen et al. (2013) is somewhat more exhaustive, taking more
parameters into consideration. The method needs for example two parameters evaluated
from a sieve analysis, which is not common practice in Sweden. The authors felt that it
was essential to determine these parameters and not make any assumptions jeopardizing
the validity of the calculation. The only case study project which was in such a stage that
a soil sample was able to be retrieved was Piloten in Bromma. A large enough sample was
gathered of the soil layer in which the jet grouting was performed, and a sieve analysis was
then conducted in the student lab at KTH and the result is presented in Appendix C. The
resulting parameters where then used in the calculations which can be found in the first part
of Appendix A. Due to the quite large particles the method deems the soil easily erodible
resulting in quite low vL (Equation 5.7), i.e. velocity needed to cut trough the soil, erode
and transport the particles away. The resulting diameters in this soil gets unreasonably
large and varies quite much with depth, which should not be the case according to tests
performed by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017), as mentioned in section 5.1.1, when the friction
angle lies below 39◦. When going through the method it seems like it does not consider the
possibility that particles can be of such size that they can not be eroded. This does not
mean that it is impossible to perform jet grouting in such a soil but instead that the main
jet-soil interaction mechanism has shifted from cutting and eroding to seepage as described
in Section 3.2. The method does therefore, in its current state, not seem to be applicable
to till, one of the most common soil types in Sweden. To be able to use the method
for till soil some adaption would need to be done, maybe by changing the evaluation of
β (Equation 5.8 & 5.9), a more accurate result would be possible. Perhaps the β-value
is not the problem. It might actually reflect the characteristic velocity needed to erode
parts of the soil, but instead another parameter needs to be introduced. A parameter that
takes the particles above a certain size into consideration, reducing the jets velocity or
energy. To look deeper into this is of course a massive work and does not fall within the
scope of this study. The method can maybe be used in its current state in clay and other
fine grained soils where the method produce more reasonable results, when using it with
assumed hypothetical values. However, any proper evaluation could never be conducted
since no relevant data was available within the thesis.

The method proposed by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017)

The second method by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017) is an empirical method utilizing the
concept of treatment efficiency. It is a more basic method only considering the amount
of grout per meter column, the jetting pressure, the ratio between the grout remaining in
the soil and the injected grout and a coefficient depending on soil type and jet grouting
system. This method is an easy way to make a fast estimation of the diameter. However
the method is quite sensitive to some parameters. The first one is the ratio between the
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remaining grout and the total amount of grout. This is in most cases only an assumption,
even during production this is hard to estimate. Since the spoil rising to the surface is a
mixture of grout and soil flowing out onto the ground and often into pits. The volume may
be possible to estimate if the spoil pits are carefully dug, but the issue with the soil-grout
mixing still remains. The second one is ΛE , dependant on soil type and jet grouting system.
Which system that is used is a quite easy task to conclude, however what soil type present
at site might be a bigger issue. Even if there are naming rules, the names presented in
Table 5.1 lumps together soil with quite varying properties and the values presented in the
same table varies within quite large spans. This makes the method doubtful, suitable only
for a estimation of the diameter early in the projects and needs to be complemented with
conformation measurements prior to or during production. As it is a more basic method
with fewer parameters, it was possible to use the method in all three case studies without
doing any further soil investigations. The results are more promising than for the method
proposed by Shen et al. (2013), corresponding well to the design diameter for Tygeln and
Piloten but underestimating the diameter in Slussen. This however makes it much harder
to draw any conclusions about the method since the only project with confirmed diameter
is Slussen, the other two is only compared to their design values which might actually
been used to back-calculate the parameters in the exact same way. One reason for the
underestimation of the diameter in Slussen might be that the method does not account for
some important parameters that can have a significant effect when constructing columns
in sandy gravel. In such conditions seepage is an important jet-soil interaction mechanism
and parameters such as rotation speed and lifting velocity influence the diameter quite
much as mentioned in Subsection 3.2. This also becomes clear when looking at the logs
from the monitoring systems in the different projects, where Slussen has far slower rotation
and lifting velocities. In conclusion the method proposed by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017)
would probably serve as a good first estimation of the column diameter but underestimates
the diameter if jet grouting is performed correctly in esker material. This only proves once
again that conformation of the column diameter is of great importance .

8.3 Case studies

Estimation of mean column diameter in case studies

Three case studies have been performed in the thesis where the design diameter of the
columns are used as the mean diameter in the simulations. An attempt to confirm the
design diameters is also performed and presented in Appendix A. However in both Tygeln
and Piloten no validation of the design diameter is performed, as far as the authors know,
where it is unknown if the design diameter actually is achieved. This could be problematic
since it is the far most influential parameter regarding Anorm and therefore the most
important parameter to validate. Furthermore it is interesting that the method, by Croce,
Flora, et al. (2017), that confirms the design diameter in Tygeln and Piloten does not
produce reasonable results in Slussen, the only case where the diameter actually is validated
at site. This shows the difficulty of using calculation methods as the only tool to anticipate
the actual column diameter.
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The effect of casing tubes

The largest difference between the simulation of Tygeln and Piloten is that lower values of
the stochastic variables describing inclination and position is used in Tygeln as compared
to Piloten, as presented in Appendix B. The reason for this is to mimic the effects of using
casing tubes for the jet grouting process. The two resulting Anorm are quite different in
magnitude, 0.2 % as compared to 0.08 %. The authors feel that the resulting normalized
hole area should be smaller, as confirmed by the simulation, when utilizing casing tubes.
The improvement might justify the cost increase for installing them, especially if the jet
grouting is performed at larger depths. This is because the inclination and position errors
effect on Anorm increase with depth.

Hydraulic conductivity

To asses the water flow, Ksoil, is a factor that highly influences the resulting water flow,
when interpreting the leakage as in this thesis. It is a parameter that changes throughout
the season and is unique for each soil depending on several different properties and thus
may the flow change during the construction time. Therefore measurements needs to be
performed on each site to understand and estimate the Ksoil of that specific area. In the
estimations of water flow performed in Section 7, when using the higher Ksoil within the
soil range, the resulting flow increases with a factor nine in Tygeln and a factor eighteen
in Piloten which highlights the impact it has on the resulting water flow. The difference
between the two factors is of course dependant of Ksoil and Anorm which in turn is a result
of the interpretation of the effect of casing tubes. Measurements have been performed in
Slussen resulting in a high Ksoil, as expected since it is an esker consisting of a sandy
gravel. Furthermore the simulation resulted in quite low normalized hole area but the
combination still produced quite substantial water flow. The calculated flow is of course
also dependant of the groundwater head that also varies with the season. Thus has a jet
grouted cut-off performed in highly water bearing soil with a high ground water head, risk
for quite high water flows even if Anorm seems quite small.

The sealing system and sources of error

As mentioned in Section 7, the goal is to evaluate the models with the aid of the case studies.
We feel that to be able to evaluate the model describing sealing under the sheet pile toe
more refined measurements of the water flows would be required. The information that it
was a higher water flow than expected is not enough and as mentioned in Subsection 5.5,
the sealing is achieved through a system of several components and therefore it is hard
to determine which component that is leaking, see Figure 8.1. The more components the
more complex system and consequently harder to isolate the cause or causes. A qualitative
estimation of the cause can be achieved by visual inspection, however is it hard to quantify.
Furthermore does the authors believe that a leakage through the sheet pile wall is easier to
detect than if the flow is through a rock grout curtain. When sealing with a bottom plug
there are only two components, the sheet pile wall and the jet grouted plug. Therefore
it is easier to visually detect the leaking component. In Slussen there is an qualitative
estimation of water inflow and also what component that is the main cause of leakage.
The simulated water inflow through the jet grouted plug was 6.7 m3/day and the total
estimation by the contractor was 10−25 m3/day which seems like a reasonable result since
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the contractor stated that a quite substantial flow occurred through the sheet pile wall.
The authors think that the methods that exists today to validate the water flow is not
flawless. For small excavations like in Slussen the method of pumping out the volume that
has flowed in works good. But in bigger excavations as the other two case studies this is
hard due to the size and the continuous production that is performed at site, producing
many confounding factors. In those projects a pumping test in ground water pipes is easier
to perform before the excavation starts. However, when the excavation continues it can
occur substantial water flow anyway even if the construction was deemed tight in the test,
as in the case of Tygeln. The authors believe that this might be due to damage on the
curtain grouting and rearranging of cracks that occurs during the rock excavation. All
the methods to validate the sealing have one thing in common and that is that they all
are used to validate the whole sealing system and no individual parts of it. The authors
think that the measuring methods should be used, especially if no water-rights judgment
exists. The results can be used as a disclaimer in a potential lawsuit, and to lower the risk
that production might need to stop before the excavation is finished, but they can not be
trusted completely.

The execution in the case study projects

In both Tygeln and Piloten there was substantial water drainage performed by pumping,
however the origin of the water could not be concluded, and as stated before it is a system
of components that acts as a sealing barrier, but only the jet grouted part that is integrated
in the models. The two simulations showed quite a big difference between Anorm due to
the use of casing tubes in Tygeln. The authors think that there are many things done
correctly at Tygeln regarding the jet grouting. For example, casing tubes is used, which
decreases the position and inclination errors. Secondly that the jet grouting is performed
as fresh in fresh which lowers the risk of shadow effects. Thirdly that the double fluid
system is used which is more effective at cutting and eroding in silty and clayey soils
which is present at site. And lastly that the centre distance and design diameter of the
columns is reasonable. The major issue with the execution is that no confirmation of the
design diameter is performed which by far is the most influential parameter, as presented
in Section 6. Consequently meaning that there is a possibility that the design diameter
might not have been achieved. However does it seem like the contractor is confident that
the diameter is reached and therefore not performing any tests to validate the diameter.
A second opinion of the authors is that intermittently withdrawal should have been used.
Letting the jet erode the soil several times at the same level and not creating a spiral
shaped column, which the authors think might reduce the amount of holes.

In Piloten there are several positive aspects of the jet grouting execution. For example
is intermittently withdrawal used and the design diameter and centre distance is well
matched. Some aspects where there might be room for improvement are that the fresh in
hard sequence is used, not only from the shadow effect perspective but also that it increases
production time. Because when only using one jet grouting rig the relocation time between
the holes increases. On the other hand would another rig increase the cost. At Piloten
the single fluid system is used but maybe it would be more effective to use a double fluid
system since the till contains quite much clay and that some columns continues into the
clay layer above the till. Using the double fluid system would increase cutting and erosion
mechanisms making the jet grouting more efficient in the clay. Casing tubes could be an
option to use to decrease Anorm, however is that also a question of cost. The authors think
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that the cost increase might be justified since many parts of the jet grouting is performed at
quite large depths. Lastly and the same as for Tygeln, no confirmation of design diameter
was performed which is seen as a large weakness.

In Slussen there are several positive aspects and the major one is that extensive investi-
gations was performed to validate the design diameter. The design diameter is confirmed
using two different methods, direct measurements and hydrophones. Not only was the
diameter confirmed but also the overlapping zone between the columns by core sampling.
Furthermore the single fluid system was used with low rotation and lifting speeds to ob-
tain sufficient seepage between the larger gravels while still eroding the sand. All of these
aspects contributed to a successful sealing result.

8.4 How suitable is jet grouting for sealing of excavations

Probabilistic models

The sealing capacity of a jet grouted cut off is dependent on many different variables and
additionally hard to isolate from the larger system that it is a part of. The authors tries
to isolate the cut off by developing two probabilistic models that estimates the normalized
hole area. By doing so the parametric analysis is possible to be conducted. Even though
the models contains limitations and simplifications and can not be validated the authors
have confidence that the results reflect the properties that is of utmost importance. From
the parametric analysis it is clear that the diameter is the most important parameter when
it comes to the possible holes that can arise in such constructions. This in terms of both
standard deviation and especially mean value which is in a league of its own.

Soil conditions and its properties

Further the actual water flow is significantly dependent on the preexisting soil and of its
conductivity. Determining the conductivity of the preexisting soil is not an easy task. This
is neither within the main purpose of this thesis and the conductivity is only estimated
with a wide range gathered from the literature, with the help of the soil investigations or
obtained from previously performed tests. In the cases where no conductivity test have
been performed the calculated water flow ranges widely and no conclusions can be drawn
from these case study calculations.

Sources of water

Even when the conductivity of the soil is known there are other sources of water flow that
can affect the result. Water can flow through crush zones in the bed rock if no curtain
grouting has been performed or if the grouting have missed the most vital cracks. The
locks between the sheet piles can also be a source of leaking water as for the connection
between the sheet piles and the jet grouted columns. The connection between the bedrock
and the jet grouted columns can be a weakness especially if the bedrock is inclined which
can cause a shadow effect.

In the light of this it becomes clearer that the jet grouting columns are only a small part
of a large sealing system of high complexity, an attempt to visualize such a system is done
in Figure 8.1. It is therefore hard to draw any conclusions about the actual value of the
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QSheetpilewall QBedrockQJetgrouting
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Figure 8.1: Visualization of sealing system. The flow through bed rock is not present for
the case of the bottom plug.

water flow since it can originate from sources other than the faults in the jet grouting.
Therefore it is important to be aware of possible deceptive water sources. When using
a pump test to estimate the flow, misleading water amounts can even come from such a
simple and basic source as rain. A normal rain fall of 1mm/h would for example for a
large excavation such as Piloten, contribute to the water accumulation by 20m3/h. In the
early stages of excavation the water can also originate from the saturated soil inside the
excavation which take time to drain. Another deceptive source of water can be process
water from drilling rigs adding struts to the sheet pile wall, using water as flushing media.
None of these sources affect the ground water table outside the excavation which is the
most common reason for sealing it in the first place. Of course can these types sources for
water accumulation be a problem for other reasons but these problems does not fall within
the aim of this thesis and will therefore not be discussed any further.

As mentioned in Subsection 1.2, a water-rights judgment is needed if any intervention is
performed on the current ground water state. This is problematic because if the aquifer
is large the intervention might not even be noticeable even if large quantities of water is
pumped. In some cases the flow might not even be pumpable and still no impact can
be noticed. It is also hard to prove which of the involved parties that is responsible.
However is the sealing result largely dependant of the whole sealing system and regarding
the jet grouted component, the mean diameter is the most important parameter, given
certain spacing. So what is a reasonable water inflow? Its hard to quantify because it
varies between cases depending of conditions at site, jet grouting execution and many
more aspects. However can the probabilistic models that are developed be used as a good
tool to evaluate the possible flow that can occur through the jet grouted part. The possible
flow is an geotechnical risk and in the Swedish report, Hantering av geotekniska risker i
projekt - krav, different methods is described wherein probabilistic models is mentioned as
an risk evaluation tool. In Figure 8.2 a suggestion of reasoning is presented which could
be used when sealing with jet grouting.
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Sealing with jet grouting
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Figure 8.2: A suggestion of the process when sealing with jet grouting.
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9 Conclusions

Throughout the work with the thesis it has become clear that it is very hard to estimate
the resulting diameter and it seems like there is no universal way or system to do such
an assessment. It is also clear that the mean diameter has the most significant influence
on the coverage and subsequently the sealing effect. Different methods for estimating the
mean diameter seem to depend on the soil type. A conclusion that can be drawn is that
as for most geotechnical solutions each jet grouting project is somewhat unique and that
special care needs to be considered in the design and construction phase to ensue that the
end product is adequate for its purpose. To do so, a suitable calculation method for the
mean diameter can be chosen with the reasoning expressed in the Discussion part. This
is still not the answer to the real value, and adjustments will probably need to be done
during the execution until a confirmed diameter is established.

The calculation methods presented by Shen et al. (2013) and Croce, Flora, et al. (2017), for
estimating the mean diameter show both large dependence of soil type. For the empirical
method by Croce, Flora, et al. (2017), good correspondence is acquired with the design
diameters in the till soils in project Tygeln and Piloten but not for the sandy gravel in
project Slussen. With these results no actual conclusion can be drawn about its accuracy
since none of Tygeln or Piloten confirmed the resulting diameters. For the more analytical
method by Shen et al. (2013), the only achieved result is unreasonable and it is concluded
that the method does not consider the influence from the larger particles in the till soil to
a sufficient extent. From this we conclude that the confidence in the calculation methods is
inadequate and further tests and investigations needs to be performed in common Swedish
soils to raise the confidence for both the methods as such and for jet grouting as sealing
method.

The use of casing tubes for jet grouting appears to be beneficial for the sealing result.
Lowering the errors from both position and inclination but on the other hand increasing
the cost of the sheet pile wall. Since both types of errors increases with increasing depth
the authors think that if jet grouting is performed at larger depths the cost increase is
justified. One possibility is also to use casing tubes at portions of the sheet pile wall if the
depths are larger in some parts around the excavation to minimize the cost.

The models that are developed are not verifiable since there is not sufficient information
about the results from the projects and since the results concerns the entire sealing system.
But foremost reason is that many more cases need to be studied. However, the authors
believe that the results from the parametric analysis and case studies reflects which the
most important parameters are. Therefore these parameters are also the parameters that
should be the focus when designing and utilizing jet grouting as a sealing component to
achieve as good results as possible i.e as small hole area as possible.

To handle the geotechnical risk of intervening on the ground water when sealing sheet
pile excavations we think that the event tree procedure is a good method to use. The
reasoning tree in Figure 8.2 is not complete but it could serve as a guideline when using
jet grouting for sealing sheet pile excavations. The thesis mostly focuses on the first two
parts, trying to quantify how much holes that occurs. It has also touched upon how the
hydraulic conductivity, how water bearing the soil is, affects the water flow. However is the
rest not addressed and need to be assessed for every particular case since the prerequisites
varies.
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To conclude this thesis we would like to summarize the most important knowledge gathered
and conclusions drawn during the entire work:

• None of the analytical or empirical methods that are evaluated in this thesis to
calculate the mean column diameter is reliable enough for Swedish soil conditions,
the diameters need to be confirmed by testing at site.

• If our interpretation of the effect by casing tubes is correct our studies show that the
use of casing tubes when jet grouting decreases the normalized hole area. No cost
estimation is done but we believe that the cost increase might be justified depending
on the particular case.

• The authors believe that the parametric analysis highlights what parameters that
has the largest influence on the normalized hole area. Consequently the parameters
that should be in focus when using jet grouting for sealing sheet pile excavations.

• Furthermore we believe that the probabilistic models presented can be used as an
indication of the possible water flow, through the jet grouted part, if reliable hydraulic
conductivity values are available.

• When designing and utilizing jet grouting for sealing sheet pile excavations the most
important things to consider to make it a viable option are;

– That the design diameter of the columns is confirmed at site,

– That the sealing capacity of the system is evaluated sometime during the process,

– That casing tubes should be considered for sealing under the sheet pile toe for
cases with large depth to bed rock,

– That special care should be put into measuring the inclination of the columns
rather than their position,

– And that an extensive control program is needed to minimize human errors.

• To broaden this work, some interesting fields for further research would be;

– Complimenting the probabilistic models with any of the limitations stated in
Section 5.2.3 and discussed in Section 8.1,

– Further evaluation of the correlation factor, ρ, if it exists and if so what value
is reasonable?,

– And further evaluation of the diameter model proposed by Shen et al. (2013)
and a adaption to Swedish soil conditions as discussed in Section 8.2.
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A Estimation of mean diameter in case studies

The method by Shen et al. (2013), presented in 5.1.1.

The method by Shen et al. (2013) presented in Section 5.1.1 for estimating column diameter
produces results that are unrealistic. Even though a sieve analysis is carried out, see
Appendix C, to acquire two important parameters that was unknown, the method produces
estimations of diameter of about 5 m. One of the largest diameters of a jet grout columns
created is circa 5 m (Croce, Flora, et al. 2017), produced with a system called Superjet,
utilizing very high pressure pumps and certain supply circuits. At Piloten traditional
single fluid jet grouting is used. However the method seem to produce reasonable results
for soils where the average particle size, D50, is smaller. Which in this thesis is shown
to be a problem for the friction soil at Piloten since the calculated diameter becomes
unreasonable large. The soil investigations at Tygeln and Slussen indicate a similar soil
and therefore a D50 that is similar. An assumption is therefore made that the method also
will produce unlikely estimations of column diameter because of the similar friction soil at
the sites. In the calculations below regarding Piloten, the result is presented and in the
graphs and tables together with the input data that is used. In Figure A.1 the undrained
shear strength from the investigations at Piloten is presented, obtained through various
investigations methods. As can be seen in Figure A.1 the shear strength of the clay at
Piloten is quite equal throughout the site and the clay is regarded to be medium-plastic
to highly-plastic because of its high water ratio. In Table A.1 the different soil parameters
for Piloten is presented.

Table A.1: Soil parameters, Piloten.

Soil parameters and values from soil investigations at Piloten
Soil type Density,

saturated/non-
saturated, t/m3

Friction angle, ◦ Undrained shear
strength, kPa

Fill 1.8/1.0 32 -
Dry crust clay 1.7/0.7 - 25
Clay (+3-+0) 1.6/0.6 - 12.5
Clay (Under +0) 1.7/0.7 - 12.5 + 1 · z
Friction-soil 1.8/1.0 32 -
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Figure A.1: Results from soil investigations at Piloten, undrained shear strength varying
with depth where the x-axis is the shear strength and y-axis is the depth.
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Mean diameter calculations by the method of Shen et.al 2013

Piloten, Bromma

_________________________________________________________________________________Input data for calculation of ejection speed:

≔patm 100 kPa Athmosperic pressure.

≔Dr 90 mm Diameter of the monitor.

≔d0 3.8 mm Diameter of ejection nozzle.

≔M 1 Number of ejection nozzles.

≔Q 0.0044 ――
m3

s
Grout flow, from monitoring 
system.

Calculation of Ejection speed:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔v0 =――――
⋅4 Q

⋅⋅M π d0
2

387.968 ―
m

s
Ejection speed at the nozzle.

_________________________________________________________________________________Input data for normal stresses from soil investigations:

≔γfill.saturated 18 ――
kN

m3
≔γdry.crust.unsaturated 7 ――

kN

m3
≔γclay.above.0 17 ――

kN

m3

≔γclay.under.0 17 ――
kN

m3
≔γfriction.soil.saturated 18 ――

kN

m3

Calculation of effective normal stresses, ground surface at +5 m and ground water head at +3 m:_________________________________________________________________________________

At +2 m

≔σ´1 =
-+

 ↲++⋅1 m γfill.saturated ⋅0.5 m γdry.crust.unsaturated ⋅0.5 m γclay.above.0

⋅1 m γfriction.soil.saturated 10 kPa

38 kPa

At -2 m

≔σ´2 =
-

 ↲+++σ´1 ⋅2 m γclay.above.0 ⋅0.5 m γclay.under.0 ⋅1.5 m γfriction.soil.saturated

40 kPa

67.5 kPa

At -6 m

≔σ´3 =-++σ´2 ⋅2 m γclay.under.0 ⋅2 m γfriction.soil.saturated 40 kPa 97.5 kPa



Input data for characteristic velocity:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔b0 2.87 ≔b1 0.4 ≔b2 -0.4 Constants stated in the method.

≔Df 0.075 mm Size of the No.200 sieve.

≔D50 1.89 mm Average particle size. Value 
obtained through sieve analysis.

≔k 0.5 Constant stated in the method.

≔c´ 17 kPa Cohesion, obtained through soil 
investigations (choosen only one 
conservative value).

≔ϕ´ °32 Friction angle, from soil 
investigations.

≔Mc.use 10.98 Percentage of soil particles smaller 
than 75 micrometers.Value obtained 
through sieve analysis.

_________________________________________________________________________________Calculation of characteristic velocity:

≔β1
⎛⎝Mc

⎞⎠ ⋅⋅b0

⎛
⎜
⎝
――
Mc

100

⎞
⎟
⎠

b1 ⎛
⎜
⎝
――
D50

Df

⎞
⎟
⎠

b2

Beta is dependant of the Mc and 
D50 values obtained during the 
sieve analysis.

≔β2 ⋅⋅b0

⎛
⎜
⎝
――

5

100

⎞
⎟
⎠

b1 ⎛
⎜
⎝
――
D50

Df

⎞
⎟
⎠

b2

≔β ⎛⎝Mc
⎞⎠ if ⎛⎝ ,,<Mc 5 β2 β1

⎛⎝Mc
⎞⎠⎞⎠

≔βuse =⋅β ⎛⎝Mc.use
⎞⎠ ―

m

s
0.326 ―

m

s

_________________________________________________________________________________Calculation of the soils erosion resistance, at each depth:

≔qu.1 ⋅2 ⎛⎝ +c´ ⋅σ´1 tan ((ϕ´))⎞⎠ At +2 m

≔qu.2 ⋅2 ⎛⎝ +c´ ⋅σ´2 tan ((ϕ´))⎞⎠ At -2 m

≔qu.3 ⋅2 ⎛⎝ +c´ ⋅σ´3 tan ((ϕ´))⎞⎠ At -6 m



_________________________________________________________________________________Calculation of critical velocity:

≔vL.1 =⋅βuse

⎛
⎜
⎝
――
qu.1

patm

⎞
⎟
⎠

k

0.295 ―
m

s
At +2 m

≔vL.2 =⋅βuse

⎛
⎜
⎝
――
qu.2

patm

⎞
⎟
⎠

k

0.355 ―
m

s
At -2 m

≔vL.3 =⋅βuse

⎛
⎜
⎝
――
qu.3

patm

⎞
⎟
⎠

k

0.407 ―
m

s
At -6 m

_________________________________________________________________________________Input data for dimensionless parameter Lambda:

≔Λw 16 Dimensionless parameter, lambda for 
water.

≔μw 0.001 ――
⋅N s

m2
Apparent laminar viscosity for 
water.

≔Ω 1.0 Water cement ratio.

≔ρw 1000 ――
kg

m3
Density of water.

≔ρc 3150 ――
kg

m3
Density of cement.

_________________________________________________________________________________Calculations for dimensionless parameter Lambda:

≔ρg =――――
⋅ρc

(( +1 Ω))

+Ω
⎛
⎜
⎝
―
ρc

ρw

⎞
⎟
⎠

⎛⎝ ⋅1.518 103 ⎞⎠ ――
kg

m3
Density of the grout.

≔μg =――――

0.007 ――
⋅N s

m2

Ω2
0.007 ――

kg

⋅m s
Laminar viscosity of the grout.

≔Λg =⋅Λw

‾‾‾‾‾‾
⋅―

μw

μg

―
ρg

ρw

7.451 Dimensionless parameter, lambda, for 
the grout.



Calculations of maximum eroding distance:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔xL.1 =――――
⋅⋅Λg d0 v0

vL.1

37.298 m At +2 m

≔xL.2 =――――
⋅⋅Λg d0 v0

vL.2

30.948 m At -2 m

≔xL.3 =――――
⋅⋅Λg d0 v0

vL.3

26.97 m At -6 m

Input data for reduction coefficient and number of passes of the jet:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔a0 0.09 ≔a1 0.14 ≔a2 0.2 Constants stated in the method.

≔vm0 0.071 ―
m

s
Horizontal tangential velocity at 
the nozzle (Shen et al. 2013).

≔Rs ⋅15 ――
1

min
Rotation speed of monitor, from 
monitoring system.

≔vs 85 ――
cm

min
Lifting speed of monitor, from 
monitoring system.

≔ΔSt 4 cm Lifting step of monitor, from 
monitoring system.

Calculation of reduction coefficient and number of passes of the jet:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔N =⋅⋅M
⎛
⎜
⎝
―
Rs

vs

⎞
⎟
⎠

ΔSt 0.706 Number of passes of the jet.

≔vm =
‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾

+⎛⎝ ⋅⋅π Rs Dr
⎞⎠

2
vs

2 0.072 ―
m

s
Horizontal tangential velocity at 
the nozzle.

≔η =⋅⋅a0 Na2

⎛
⎜
⎝
――
vm0

vm

⎞
⎟
⎠

a1

0.084 Reduction coefficient.



Calculation of mean column diameter:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔D0.1 =+⋅⋅2 η xL.1 Dr 6.338 m At +2 m

≔D0.2 =+⋅⋅2 η xL.2 Dr 5.275 m At -2 m

≔D0.3 =+⋅⋅2 η xL.3 Dr 4.608 m At -6 m



The method presented in Croce, Flora, et al. (2017), described in
Section 5.1.1.

Since the method by Shen et al. (2013) produces unreasonable results the empirical method
regarding treatment efficiency, in Section 5.1.1, is used to estimate the mean column di-
ameter. The resulting mean diameters are compared with the requested design values or
measured diameters to evaluate the method. In the following pages the calculations of
mean diameter for each case study is presented based on treatment efficiency. As men-
tioned in 5.1.1 the parameter, Vg, is hard to get an exact value of since it is based on the
amount of grout that remains in the soil i.e by approximating or measuring the spoil. In
the following calculations Vg is approximated as 0.5 · VC , i.e fifty percent of the injected
grout stays in the ground. This assumption is based on qualitative data obtained from
experienced jet grouting designers. But also from the fact that to prevent surface heave at
least the same amount grout that is injected need to come up as well, however this varies
with treatment parameters and the soil conditions at site.

The design diameter in Slussen is 1.5 m and the diameter is validated at site by two
different methods, described in 5.4. However when estimating the column diameter by
the method below the resulting diameter is much lower, 0.89 m. One probable reason is
that the method do not account for any time effects, rotation speed and lifting speed, i.e
seepage as described in Subsection 3.2, which is one of the most important factors in a soil
like sandy gravel that is the case in Slussen.
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Mean diameter calculations by energetic efficiency method.

Tygeln, Solna

Input data:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔Vc 0.388 ――
m

3

m
Injected volume of grout per meter column, 
from the monitoring system.

≔rg %50 The ratio between the grout that remains within 
the soil and the injected grout, based on 
qualitative information from experienced jet 
grout designer.

≔p 40 MPa Ejection pressure of grout, from the 
monitoring system.

≔λE 0.101 ―――
m

3

⋅106
J

Energetic efficiancy, dependant of soil type 
and jet grouting system, mean value from 
literature (Croce, Flora, and Modini 2017).

Calculations:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔Vg =⋅rg Vc 0.194 ――
m

3

m
Injected volume of grout that remains in the 
ground per meter column, based on a 
assumption of the amount of spoil.

≔D0 =⋅1.128 ⎛⎝ ⋅⋅p Vg λE
⎞⎠

0.5

0.999 m Calculated mean diameter.



Mean diameter calculations by energetic efficiency method.

Slussen, södermalm

Input data:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔Vc 0.357 ――
m

3

m
Injected volume of grout per meter column, 
from the monitoring system.

≔rg %50 The ratio between the grout that remains within 
the soil and the injected grout, based on 
qualitative information from experienced jet 
grout designer.

≔p 42 MPa Ejection pressure of grout, from the 
monitoring system.

≔λE 0.0835 ―――
m

3

⋅106
J

Energetic efficiancy, dependant of soil type 
and jet grouting system, mean value from 
literature (Croce, Flora, and Modini 2017).

_________________________________________________________________________________Calculations:

≔Vg =⋅rg Vc 0.179 ――
m

3

m
Injected volume of grout that remains in the 
ground per meter column, based on a 
assumption of the amount of spoil.

≔D0 =⋅1.128 ⎛⎝ ⋅⋅p Vg λE
⎞⎠

0.5

0.892 m Calculated mean diameter.



Mean diameter calculations by energetic efficiency method.

Piloten, Bromma

Input data:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔Vc 0.75 ――
m

3

m
Injected volume of grout per meter column, 
from the monitoring system.

The ratio between the grout that remains within 
the soil and the injected grout, based on 
qualitative information from experienced jet 
grout designer.

≔rg %50

≔p 42 MPa Ejection pressure of grout, from the 
monitoring system.

≔λE 0.067 ―――
m

3

⋅106
J

Energetic efficiancy, dependant of soil type 
and jet grouting system, value at the border 
between the soil types specified in literature.

Calculations:_________________________________________________________________________________

≔Vg =⋅rg Vc 0.375 ――
m

3

m
Injected volume of grout that remains in the 
ground per meter column, based on a 
assumption of the amount of spoil.

≔D0 =⋅1.128 ⎛⎝ ⋅⋅p Vg λE
⎞⎠

0.5

1.159 m Calculated mean diameter.



B Indata for models

Tygeln, Solna

Since the probabilistic model for sealing under the sheet pile toe calculates a row of columns
with the same length at the same depth the jet grouting is divided into eight sections. The
two sides and the resulting sections where jet grouting is performed are presented in Figure
B.1 and B.2. Furthermore Table B.1 presents the parameters of the eight sections that
represents the sealing performed.

The sections, see Table B.1, are derived from the drawings and production data. In Ta-
ble B.2 the mean value, µ, standard deviation, σ, and the correlation factor ρ, is presented
that is used for all of the eight sections. However since the drilling at Tygeln is performed
in casing tubes the standard deviation of position and inclination and their mean values
is lower as compared to Piloten where free drilling is utilized. The starting depth of each
section is also set to zero since the deviations that occur inside the casing tubes is small and
therefore neglected. A centre distance of 0.6 m and design diameter of 1.0 m is prescribed.
The design diameter is confirmed by the calculations performed in Appendix A. Where the
calculations produced a resulting µd of, 1.0 m. The prescribed grid layout, 1.0 m as mean
diameter and 0.6 m as centre distance, is used to simulate the actual execution at site.

Figure B.1: First side of Tygeln where jet grouting is performed, showing each section.

Figure B.2: Second side of Tygeln where jet grouting is performed, showing each section.
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Table B.1: Sections for input into model, Tygeln

Sections depth, horizontal length and mean length of columns
Section Number of

columns
Starting
depth [m]

Mean column
length [m]

GW
head [m]

1 9 0 1.1 0.82
2 8 0 1.0 3.87
3 32 0 1.1 4.82
4 42 0 1.2 6.51
5 31 0 1.2 2.49
6 20 0 1.3 6.27
7 82 0 1.8 11.39
8 18 0 1.2 7.78

Table B.2: Input for the stochastic variables at Tygeln. Wherein, µd, is confirmed by the
calculations in Appendix A and the rest of the parameters is evaluated from Modini and
Bzowka (2012).

Mean value (µ), standard deviation (σ), and correlation (ρ), of the stochastic variables
Position [m] Diameter [m] Inclination [rad]

µ µp = 0.005 µd = 1.0 µi = 0.0025
σ σp = 0.003 σd = 0.19 σi = 0.001
ρ − ρd = 0.5 −
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Slussen, Södermalm

Since the sealing in Slussen is performed as a jet grouted bottom plug, the length and
depth of the columns is the same, see Table B.3. The model used is described in detail in
Section 5.2.1.

In Table B.4 the mean value, µ and standard deviation, σ is presented for the normally
distributed stochastic variables that is used in the simulation. The design distances is
cc.x = 1.1 m, cc.y = 0.95 m and a µd of 1.5 m that is validated at site by the operator
using two different validation techniques. The standard deviation of the diameter is lower
in this case compared to the other two case studies since the soil in Slussen is more homo-
geneous than the till at the other sites. The value is chosen conservatively for a medium
heterogeneous soil acquired in Croce, Flora, et al. (2017). Furthermore the water head is
calculated to the middle of the bottom plugs height.

Table B.3: Input into model representing Slussen.

Section depth, area and length of columns
Section m× n Starting

depth [m]
Column
length [m]

GW
head [m]

1 23× 8 4.6 3.2 4.37

Table B.4: Input for the stochastic variables at Slussen. Wherein, µd, is confirmed by
the operators at site by two different validation methods and the rest of the parameters is
evaluated from Croce, Flora, et al. (2017).

Mean value (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the stochastic variables
Position [m] Diameter [m] Inclination [rad]

µ µp = 0.038 µd = 1.5 µi = 0.005
σ σp = 0.02 σd = 0.15 σi = 0.0025
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Piloten, Bromma

In Piloten the jet grouting is divided into six distinctly different zones with quite similar
water heads. Since the probabilistic model calculates a row of columns with the same
length at the same depth, see Figure B.3. The six interpreted sections is presented in
Table B.5, with the input parameters for the probabilistic model, whereas the model is
described in detail in Section 5.2.2.

In Table B.6 the input parameters is presented for each of the six sections that is defined
in Table B.5. The sections are derived from the production data which Figure B.3 is based
upon. In Table B.6 the mean value, µ, standard deviation, σ, and the correlation factor
ρ, is presented that is used for all of the six sections. However since the drilling at Piloten
is performed by free drilling the standard deviation of position and inclination is higher as
compared to Tygeln where casing tubes is utilized. A centre distance of 0.6 m and design
diameter of 1.0 m is prescribed. The design diameter is confirmed by the calculations
performed in Appendix A. Where the calculations produced a resulting µd of, 1.16 m. The
prescribed grid layout, 1.0 m as mean diameter and 0.6 m as centre distance, is used to
simulate the actual execution at site.

Figure B.3: Values of starting and ending point of each jet grouted column performed at
Piloten, plotted against the length of the sheet pile wall and divided into sections.
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Table B.5: Sections for input into model, Piloten

Sections depth, horizontal length and mean length of columns
Section Number of

columns
Starting
depth [m]

Mean column
length [m]

GW
head [m]

1 68 7 1.9 7.6
2 148 9.9 1.6 9.9
3 79 8.8 1.8 7.2
4 74 10.87 1.9 8.8
5 70 8.32 1.6 5.4
6 84 4.14 1.5 0.7

Table B.6: Input for the stochastic variables at Piloten. Wherein, µd, is confirmed by the
calculations in Appendix A and the rest of the parameters is evaluated from Modini and
Bzowka (2012).

Mean value (µ), standard deviation (σ), and correlation (ρ), of the stochastic variables
Position [m] Diameter [m] Inclination [rad]

µ µp = 0.038 µd = 1.0 µi = 0.005
σ σp = 0.02 σd = 0.19 σi = 0.0025
ρ − ρd = 0.5 −
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C Sieve analysis

Sieve analysis is performed by shaking a soil sample through a set of sieves that continuously
has smaller holes (Das and Sobhan 2014). Swedish standard sieves will be used and these is
presented in Table C.1. The shaking is done by using a engine driven shaking device. The
least amount of friction soil recommended is 15 kg according to SGI(Statens geotekniska
institut). First step is to make sure that the soil sample is dry enough and that there is
no big lumps. In Figure C.1 the collected soil sample is shown.

Table C.1: Swedish standard sieves used in sieve analysis.

Aperture size [mm]
125 5.6
90 4.0
63 2.0
45 1.0
31.5 0.5
22.4 0.25
16.0 0.125
11.2 0.063
8.0 -

Figure C.1: The wet soil sample collected from the friction soil at Piloten, Bromma.
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Figure C.2: The wet soil sample collected from the friction soil at Piloten, initial drying
process, at 105◦C.

Furthermore in Figure C.2 the first step of the drying process is shown. The weight of the
total sample is acquired through a scale. After that the sieving is done with sieves where
the openings is larger than 16 mm, the sieving is performed for at least five minutes. After
the sieving process the weight of material that stays in each of the sieves is measured by a
scale and by that the percentage of each fraction on the total weight is acquired. However
the material smaller than 16 mm is dried further at a temperature of 105 − 150◦C until
constant weight is reached. Then weighed at a maximum of 80◦C before sieving continues
through the smaller sieves. At the end of the sieving process each fractions weight will
compose a percentage of the total weight of the sample, the total resulting weight of the
sieved material is not allowed to differ more than three percent from the total initial
weight. By this information a graph can be created with particle size at the x-axis and
weight percent at y-axis . From this information the parameters, Mc and D50 is acquired
which is used to calculate β, an important parameter to estimate mean column diameter
according to the method by Shen et al. (2013) presented in Section 5.1.1.

Results

The dry weight of the soil sample was 19.587 kg and the weight that passed through
the sieves was 19.560 kg, which means that the sieving process produced a error between
original weight and sieved weight of circa 0.14 %. The resulting sieve curve is presented in
Figure C.3. Wherein the parameters D50 and Mc, which was the goal with the analysis, is
acquired as 1.89 mm and 10.98 %.
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Figure C.3: Sieve curve of the friction soil at Piloten, larger dot marking the parameter
D50.

In Figure C.4 two of the sieves is shown with the remaining material not passing through
after the shaking sequence is completed. By the Swedish naming system of soils the friction
soil at Piloten is named as a, sandy gravelly till, from the information acquired by the
sieving process.

(a) Sieved material, sieve with
aperture size of 0.125 mm.

(b) Sieved material, sieve with
aperture size of 8.0 mm.

Figure C.4: Two of the sieves when taken out of shaking device.
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D Matlab code, probabilistic model, bottom plug
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%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Probabilistic simulation of holes between three jet grout columns 

% Part of the master thesis:    Jet grouting as a method for sealing sheet 

%                               pile excavations in Swedish conditions 

% AF 262X Degree Project in Soil and Rock Mechanics 

% 2019-01-28, Changed 2019-04-02 

% Mårten Brinck and Karl Stigenius 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

clc, close all, clear all 

  

%========================================================================== 

% Input: 

%========================================================================== 

% General input and needed variables 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

N           =   5000;                       % Number of grid iterations 

pf          =   zeros(N,1);                 % Empty vector for failure 

                                            % indication 

                                             

x           =   1:N;                        % Plot v for failure prob. 

fp          =   zeros(N,1);                 % Empty vector for logging  

                                            % failure probability 

% Input and variables needed for the grid: 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ht          =   7;                          % Column depth (top) 

hb          =   ht+3;                       % Column depth (bottom) 

  

inp.cx      =   1.1;    cx = inp.cx;        % Centre-dist. in x-dir. 

inp.cy      =   0.95;   cy = inp.cy;        % Centre-dist. in y-dir. 

  

m           =   10;      inp.m   =   m;     % Number of columns in x-dir. 

n           =   15;      inp.n   =   n;     % Number of columns in y-dir. 

  

h_pos       =   (m+(m-2))*(n-1);            % Number of possible holes 

  

p_mu        =   0.038;                      % Mean value position 

p_sig       =   0.02;                       % Std. div. position 

  

d_mu        =   1.5;   inp.r   =   d_mu/2;  % Mean value column diameter 

d_sig       =   0.15;                       % Std. div. column diameter 

  

a_mu        =   0.005;                      % Mean value inclination 

a_sig       =   0.0025;                     % Std. div. inclination 

  

Gri = figure('Name','Grid'); 

out         =   Grid(inp);                  % Creates and plots the  

                                            % idealized grid 

  

g_x         =   out.gx;                     % X-coordinates for the grid 

g_y         =   out.gy;                     % Y-coordinates for the grid 

  

no          =   out.n;                      % Number of columns 

  

P_Area      =   out.A;                      % Coverage area of the grid 

  

sc_x        =   zeros(no,1);                % Empty v for x-cor. at surface 

sc_y        =   zeros(no,1);                % Empty v for y-cor. at surface 



  

tc_x        =   zeros(no,1);                % Empty v for x-cor. at top 

tc_y        =   zeros(no,1);                % Empty v for y-cor. at top 

  

bc_x        =   zeros(no,1);                % Empty v for x-cor. at bottom 

bc_y        =   zeros(no,1);                % Empty v for y-cor. at bottom 

  

A           =   [];                         % Empty v for collecting the 

                                            % individual hole areas 

                                             

AP          =   zeros(N,1);                 % Empty v for collecting the 

                                            % total hole area of a grid 

  

%========================================================================== 

% Calculations 

%========================================================================== 

% For loop generating grids based on the input data for the grid and the 

% probabilistic input for the column properties. The grids are checked for 

% holes between all possible combinations of three adjacent columns and 

% hole area is calculated if a hole appears. 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

for count = 1:N 

% Simulation of stochastic variables 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

alpha_p     =   rand(1,no)*2*pi;            % Azimuth for pos. 

  

pos         =   normrnd(p_mu,p_sig,no,1);   % Horizontal pos. of column 

  

dia         =   normrnd(d_mu,d_sig,no,1);   % Diameter of column 

  

alpha_inc   =   rand(1,no)*2*pi;            % Azimuth for inc. 

beta        =   normrnd(a_mu,a_sig,no,1);   % Vertical inclination 

  

% Calculation of the centre-points on the surface 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

for i = 1:no 

    sc_x(i) =   g_x(i) + pos(i) * cos(alpha_p(i)); 

    sc_y(i) =   g_y(i) + pos(i) * sin(alpha_p(i)); 

end 

  

% Calculating the centre-position at column top 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

for j = 1:no 

    tc_x(j) =   sc_x(j) + ht*sin(beta(j)) * cos(alpha_inc(j)); 

    tc_y(j) =   sc_y(j) + ht*sin(beta(j)) * sin(alpha_inc(j)); 

end 

  

% Calculating the centre-position at column bottom 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

for j = 1:no 

    bc_x(j) =   sc_x(j) + hb*sin(beta(j)) * cos(alpha_inc(j)); 

    bc_y(j) =   sc_y(j) + hb*sin(beta(j)) * sin(alpha_inc(j)); 

end 

  

% Failure control 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

pfg     =   zeros(h_pos,1);                 % Vector for storing if a hole 



                                            % appears 

pfgi    =   1;                              % Variable for hole index 

  

AG      =   0;                              % Variable for summing the hole 

                                            % area of the grid 

  

% Double for loop, the outer going through each row and the inner, all 

% combinations in that row. 

for iii=0:n-2 

    % Logical check if the current row is odd or even, changing variables 

    % used to combine the three adjacent columns correctly. 

    if logical(mod(iii,2))==true 

        oe  =   1; 

        eo  =   0; 

    else 

        oe  =   0; 

        eo  =   1; 

    end 

    % Inner for loop 

    for ii=1:m-1 

        % Reseting inp struct 

        inp     =   [];                      

        % Picking out three adjacent columns forming a triangle pointing 

        % uppwards 

        inp.dia =   [dia(ii+m*iii) dia(ii+1+m*iii) dia(m+ii+m*iii+oe)]; 

        inp.tc_x=   [tc_x(ii+m*iii) tc_x(ii+1+m*iii) tc_x(m+ii+m*iii+oe)]; 

        inp.tc_y=   [tc_y(ii+m*iii) tc_y(ii+1+m*iii) tc_y(m+ii+m*iii+oe)]; 

         

        inp.bc_x=   [bc_x(ii+m*iii) bc_x(ii+1+m*iii) bc_x(m+ii+m*iii+oe)]; 

        inp.bc_y=   [bc_y(ii+m*iii) bc_y(ii+1+m*iii) bc_y(m+ii+m*iii+oe)]; 

      

        % Checking for hole and if so, calculating the hole area 

        out     =   circ(inp); 

        % Storing the hole indication 

        pfg(pfgi)=  out.pf; 

        % Adding one to the hole index 

        pfgi    =   pfgi+1; 

        % If hole was found storing the area in the A vector and adding it 

        % the total hole area of the grid 

        if out.pf == -1 

            A(length(A)+1)  =   out.A; 

            AG              =   AG+out.A; 

        end 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        % Reseting inp struct 

        inp     =   []; 

        % Picking out three adjacent columns forming a triangle pointing 

        % downwards 

        inp.dia =  [dia(m+ii+m*iii) dia(m+ii+m*iii+1) dia(ii+m*iii+eo)]; 

        inp.tc_x=  [tc_x(m+ii+m*iii) tc_x(m+ii+m*iii+1) tc_x(ii+m*iii+eo)]; 

        inp.tc_y=  [tc_y(m+ii+m*iii) tc_y(m+ii+m*iii+1) tc_y(ii+m*iii+eo)]; 

         

        inp.bc_x=  [bc_x(m+ii+m*iii) bc_x(m+ii+m*iii+1) bc_x(ii+m*iii+eo)]; 

        inp.bc_y=  [bc_y(m+ii+m*iii) bc_y(m+ii+m*iii+1) bc_y(ii+m*iii+eo)]; 

        % Checking for hole and if so, calculating the hole area 

        out     =   circ(inp); 

        % Storing the hole indication 



        pfg(pfgi)=  out.pf; 

        % Adding one to the hole index 

        pfgi    =   pfgi+1; 

        % If hole was found storing the area in the A vector and adding it 

        % the total hole area of the grid 

        if out.pf == -1 

            A(length(A)+1)  =   out.A; 

            AG              =   AG+out.A; 

        end 

    end 

end 

% Stores the total hole area of the checked grid 

AP(count)     =   AG; 

% Checking if the analyzed grid contains one or more holes 

if  sum(pfg<0)/h_pos    >  0 

    pf(count) =   -1; 

else 

    pf(count) =   1; 

end 

% Calculating the failure probability after the n'th iteration 

fp(count)   =   sum(pf<0)/count; 

end 

  

%========================================================================== 

% Results 

%========================================================================== 

  

% Plotting the failure probability as a func. of checked grids 

figure, plot(x,fp) 

xlabel({'Number of grids checked'}) 

ylabel({'Probability for one or more holes'}) 

  

% Displaying the result 

disp(['The probability that there is one or more holes in the grid is: '... 

    ,num2str(fp(end)*100),'%,']) 

disp(['using ',num2str(N),' iterations.']) 

  

% Preperation of the results  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

y_int   =   0.8;                        % The degree of confidence 

  

AP      = sort(AP);                     % Sorting the hole areas 

HA      = AP(round(length(AP)*y_int));  % Picking the hole area defined by 

                                        % the confidence 

AP      = (AP/P_Area)*100;              % Normalizing the hole areas 

HA_N    = (HA/P_Area)*100;              % Normalizing the picked area 

  

% Plotting a histogram of the hole size probability and displaying results  

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

fig     = figure('Position',[40 80 900 400]); 

subplot(1,3,[2 3]); 

  

h       = histogram(AP,'BinWidth',0.002,'Normalization','pdf'); hold on 

plot([HA_N;HA_N],[0;3*max(h.Values)/4],'r','LineWidth',2); 

title('Results'); 

  



str1    = ['\leftarrow The hole area is ',num2str(HA_N,3),'% of the']; 

str2    = ['     total plug area with ',num2str(y_int*100),'% certainty']; 

  

str3    =   ['The probability for at least one hole is ',... 

            num2str(fp(end)*100),'%']; 

str4    =   ['and the total hole area in the plug is smaller']; 

str5    =   ['then ',num2str(HA,3),'m^2 with ',num2str(y_int*100),... 

            '% certainty.']; 

  

strr    = {{str1,str2},{str3,str4,str5}}; 

text([HA_N HA_N],[(2*max(h.Values)/3) (max(h.Values)*0.9)],strr) 

xlim([-0.01 (h.BinLimits(2))]) 

xlabel('$Normalized\ total\ hole\ area,\ \frac{Hole\ area}{Plug\ area}, \ 

[\%]$','Interpreter','latex') 

ylabel('$Probability\ density$','Interpreter','latex') 

  

mu='<HTML>&mu;<sub>'; 

sig='<HTML>&sigma;<sub>'; 

cc='<HTML>cc<sub>'; 

sqm='<HTML>m<sup>2'; 

  

subplot(1,3,1); 

title ('Input parameters'); 

namess  =   {'Parameter','Unit','Value'}; 

param   =   {[mu 'd'],[sig 'd'],[mu 'p'],[sig 'p'],[mu 'i'],[sig 'i'],... 

            'm',[cc 'x'],'n',[cc 'y'],'Top depth','Bottom depth',... 

            'Column length','Plug area','Number of columns'}; 

units   =   {'m';'m';'m';'m';'rad';'rad';'no.';'m';'no.';'m';'m';'m';... 

            'm';sqm;'no.'}; 

t       =   {d_mu;d_sig;p_mu;p_sig;a_mu;a_sig;m;cx;n;cy;ht;hb;... 

            hb-ht;P_Area;no}; 

tab     =   [param' units t]; 

uit=uitable(fig,'RowName',[],'ColumnName',namess,'ColumnWidth',... 

            {130 50 84},'Data',tab,'Position',[50 20 265 355]); 

fprintf('The hole area in the examined plug will be smaller than %.3f m^2 

which \nis %.4f%% of the total plug area, with %.0f%% certainty.\n', 

(HA),(HA_N),(y_int*100)) 

  



function out = Grid(inp) 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Sub routine for Main_Bottom_Plug.m 

% Function for creation of grid 

% Part of the master thesis:    Jet grouting as a method for sealing sheet 

%                               pile excavations in Swedish conditions 

% AF 262X Degree Project in Soil and Rock Mechanics 

% 2019-01-28, Changed 2019-04-01 

% Mårten Brinck and Karl Stigenius 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Creates and returns a triangular grid of columns 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

% Input: 

m   =   inp.m;                      % Number of columns in the x-dir. 

n   =   inp.n;                      % Number of columns in the y-dir. 

  

cx  =   inp.cx;                     % Centre-dist. in x-dir. 

cy  =   inp.cy;                     % Centre-dist. in y-dir. 

  

gx  =   zeros(m*n,1);               % Creates empty vector for x-cor. 

gy  =   zeros(m*n,1);               % Creates empty vector for y-cor. 

y   =   0;                          % Start-value for y(first row) 

  

% Double for loop for creation of grid. The outer for each "y-value"(row) 

% the inner for each "x-value" 

for i = 1:n 

    y   =   y+cy; 

    % If func. for setting the first x-value in i each row(odd or even row) 

    if logical(mod(i,2))==true 

        x=0; 

    else 

        x=cx/2; 

    end 

    for j = 1:m 

       x    =   x+cx; 

       gx(j+(i-1)*m) = x-cx; 

       gy(j+(i-1)*m) = y-cy; 

    end 

end 

  

% Coverage area of the grid 

out.A   =   ((m-1)*cx+inp.r)*((n-1)*cy+inp.r); 

  

% Plotting the grid and compiling the output 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

plot(gx,gy,'*'), axis equal, title({'Idealized grid'}), hold on 

viscircles([gx gy],ones(n*m,1)*inp.r); 

out.gx  =   gx; 

out.gy  =   gy; 

out.n   =   m*n; 

end 

  



function out = circ(inp) 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Sub routine for Main_Bottom_Plug.m 

% Function for calculating if three circles overlap 

% Part of the master thesis:    Jet grouting as a method for sealing sheet 

%                               pile excavations in Swedish conditions 

% AF 262X Degree Project in Soil and Rock Mechanics 

% 2019-01-29, Changed 2019-03-12 

% Mårten Brinck and Karl Stigenius 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Calculating the radius from the input diameter 

r(1)    =   inp.dia(1)/2; 

r(2)    =   inp.dia(2)/2; 

r(3)    =   inp.dia(3)/2; 

  

[r,I]   =   sort(r,'descend');      % Sorting the the colums, descending 

  

% Picking out the coordinates from the input and sorting them in the same 

% order as the radious 

for i=1:3 

    tc_x(i)     =   inp.tc_x(I(i)); 

    tc_y(i)     =   inp.tc_y(I(i)); 

     

    bc_x(i)     =   inp.bc_x(I(i)); 

    bc_y(i)     =   inp.bc_y(I(i)); 

end 

% Arranging the coordinates in two matrixes to be able to run them through 

% the for loop 

c_x     =   [tc_x' bc_x']; 

c_y     =   [tc_y' bc_y']; 

  

% A for loop that runs first the top of the columns through a hole check 

% then the bottom 

for tb = 1:2 

  

% Calculating the actual centre-distances between the columns 

d(1)    =  sqrt((c_x(1,tb)-c_x(2,tb))^2 + (c_y(1,tb)-c_y(2,tb))^2); 

d(2)    =  sqrt((c_x(1,tb)-c_x(3,tb))^2 + (c_y(1,tb)-c_y(3,tb))^2); 

d(3)    =  sqrt((c_x(2,tb)-c_x(3,tb))^2 + (c_y(2,tb)-c_y(3,tb))^2); 

  

% Calculating the cos and sin values of the angle between the lines 

% connecting the centre-point 1-2 and 1-3 

ctp     =   (d(1)^2+d(2)^2-d(3)^2)/(2*d(1)*d(2)); 

stp     =   sqrt(1-ctp^2); 

  

% Calculating the cos and sin values of the angle between the lines 

% connecting the centre-point 2-1 and 2-3 

ctb     =   -(d(1)^2+d(3)^2-d(2)^2)/(2*d(1)*d(3)); 

stb     =   sqrt(1-ctb^2); 

     

% The acctual hole checking, devided into 9 cases dependent where case 1 is 

% no hole at all 

if (r(1)+r(2)) > d(1) && (r(1)+r(3)) > d(2) && (r(2)+r(3)) < d(3) 

    % Hole case 3 

    x12     =   (r(1)^2 - r(2)^2 + d(1)^2)/(2 * d(1)); 

    y12     =   1/(2*d(1))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(1)^2*(r(1)^2+r(2)^2)-(r(1)^2-r(2)^2)^2-d(1)^4); 



    x13p    =   (r(1)^2-r(3)^2+d(2)^2)/(2*d(2)); 

    y13p    =   -1/(2*d(2))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(2)^2*(r(1)^2+r(3)^2)-(r(1)^2-r(3)^2)^2-d(2)^4); 

    x13     =   x13p*ctp-y13p*stp; 

    y13     =   x13p*stp+y13p*ctp; 

     

    x232    =   d(1) + ctb * r(2); 

    y232    =   stb * r(2); 

     

    x233    =   ctp*d(2) - ctb * r(3); 

    y233    =   stp*d(2) - stb * r(3); 

     

    X        =  [x12;x13;x233;x232]; 

    Y        =  [y12;y13;y233;y232]; 

     

    pf(tb)          = -1; 

    A(tb)           = polyarea(X,Y); 

    hole_case(tb)   = 3; 

     

elseif (r(1)+r(2)) > d(1) && (r(2)+r(3)) > d(3) && (r(1)+r(3)) < d(2) 

    % Hole case 4 

    x12     =   (r(1)^2 - r(2)^2 + d(1)^2)/(2 * d(1)); 

    y12     =   1/(2*d(1))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(1)^2*(r(1)^2+r(2)^2)-(r(1)^2-r(2)^2)^2-d(1)^4); 

    x23b    =   (r(2)^2-r(3)^2+d(3)^2)/(2*d(3)); 

    y23b    =   1/(2*d(3))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(3)^2*(r(2)^2+r(3)^2)-(r(2)^2-r(3)^2)^2-d(3)^4); 

    x23     =   x23b*ctb-y23b*stb+d(1); 

    y23     =   x23b*stb+y23b*ctb; 

     

    x131    =   ctp * r(1); 

    y131    =   stp * r(1); 

     

    x133    =   ctp * (d(2) - r(3)); 

    y133    =   stp * (d(2) - r(3)); 

     

    X        =  [x12;x23;x133;x131]; 

    Y        =  [y12;y23;y133;y131]; 

     

    pf(tb)          = -1; 

    A(tb)           = polyarea(X,Y); 

    hole_case(tb)   = 4; 

     

elseif (r(1)+r(3)) > d(2) && (r(2)+r(3)) > d(3) && (r(1)+r(2)) < d(1) 

    % Hole case 5 

    x13p    =   (r(1)^2-r(3)^2+d(2)^2)/(2*d(2)); 

    y13p    =   -1/(2*d(2))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(2)^2*(r(1)^2+r(3)^2)-(r(1)^2-r(3)^2)^2-d(2)^4); 

    x13     =   x13p*ctp-y13p*stp; 

    y13     =   x13p*stp+y13p*ctp; 

     

    x23b    =   (r(2)^2-r(3)^2+d(3)^2)/(2*d(3)); 

    y23b    =   1/(2*d(3))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(3)^2*(r(2)^2+r(3)^2)-(r(2)^2-r(3)^2)^2-d(3)^4); 

    x23     =   x23b*ctb-y23b*stb+d(1); 

    y23     =   x23b*stb+y23b*ctb; 

     



    x121    =   r(1); 

    y121    =   0; 

     

    x122    =   d(1) - r(2); 

    y122    =   0; 

     

    X        =  [x13;x23;x122;x121]; 

    Y        =  [y13;y23;y122;y121]; 

     

    pf(tb)          = -1; 

    A(tb)           = polyarea(X,Y); 

    hole_case(tb)   = 5; 

     

elseif (r(1)+r(2)) > d(1) && (r(1)+r(3)) < d(2) && (r(2)+r(3)) < d(3) 

    % Hole case 6 

    x12     =   (r(1)^2 - r(2)^2 + d(1)^2)/(2 * d(1)); 

    y12     =   1/(2*d(1))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(1)^2*(r(1)^2+r(2)^2)-(r(1)^2-r(2)^2)^2-d(1)^4); 

     

    x131    =   ctp * r(1); 

    y131    =   stp * r(1); 

     

    x133    =   ctp * (d(2) - r(3)); 

    y133    =   stp * (d(2) - r(3)); 

     

    x232    =   d(1) + ctb * r(2); 

    y232    =   stb * r(2); 

     

    x233    =   ctp*d(2) - ctb * r(3); 

    y233    =   stp*d(2) - stb * r(3); 

     

    X        =  [x12;x131;x133;x233;x232]; 

    Y        =  [y12;y131;y133;y233;y232]; 

     

    pf(tb)          = -1; 

    A(tb)           = polyarea(X,Y); 

    hole_case(tb)   = 6; 

     

elseif (r(1)+r(3)) > d(2) && (r(2)+r(3)) < d(3) && (r(1)+r(2)) < d(1) 

    % Hole case 7 

    x13p    =   (r(1)^2-r(3)^2+d(2)^2)/(2*d(2)); 

    y13p    =   -1/(2*d(2))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(2)^2*(r(1)^2+r(3)^2)-(r(1)^2-r(3)^2)^2-d(2)^4); 

    x13     =   x13p*ctp-y13p*stp; 

    y13     =   x13p*stp+y13p*ctp; 

     

    x232    =   d(1) + ctb * r(2); 

    y232    =   stb * r(2); 

     

    x233    =   ctp*d(2) - ctb * r(3); 

    y233    =   stp*d(2) - stb * r(3); 

     

    x121    =   r(1); 

    y121    =   0; 

     

    x122    =   d(1) - r(2); 

    y122    =   0; 



     

    X        =  [x13;x233;x232;x122;x121]; 

    Y        =  [y13;y233;y232;y122;y121]; 

     

    pf(tb)          = -1; 

    A(tb)           = polyarea(X,Y); 

    hole_case(tb)   = 7; 

     

elseif (r(2)+r(3)) > d(3) && (r(1)+r(2)) < d(1) && (r(1)+r(3)) < d(2) 

    % Hole case 8 

    x23b    =   (r(2)^2-r(3)^2+d(3)^2)/(2*d(3)); 

    y23b    =   1/(2*d(3))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(3)^2*(r(2)^2+r(3)^2)-(r(2)^2-r(3)^2)^2-d(3)^4); 

    x23     =   x23b*ctb-y23b*stb+d(1); 

    y23     =   x23b*stb+y23b*ctb; 

     

    x121    =   r(1); 

    y121    =   0; 

     

    x122    =   d(1) - r(2); 

    y122    =   0; 

     

    x131    =   ctp * r(1); 

    y131    =   stp * r(1); 

     

    x133    =   ctp * (d(2) - r(3)); 

    y133    =   stp * (d(2) - r(3)); 

     

    X        =  [x23;x122;x121;x131;x133]; 

    Y        =  [y23;y122;y121;y131;y133]; 

     

    pf(tb)          = -1; 

    A(tb)           = polyarea(X,Y); 

    hole_case(tb)   = 8; 

     

elseif (r(1)+r(2)) < d(1) && (r(1)+r(3)) < d(2) && (r(2)+r(3)) < d(3) 

    % Hole case 9 

    x124    =  d(1) - r(2) - (d(1)-r(1)-r(2))/2; 

    y124    =  0; 

     

    x134    =  (r(1) + (d(2)-r(1)-r(3))/2) * ctp; 

    y134    =  (r(1) + (d(2)-r(1)-r(3))/2) * stp; 

     

    x234    =  d(1) + (r(2) + (d(3)-r(2)-r(3))/2) * ctb; 

    y234    =  (r(2) + (d(3)-r(2)-r(3))/2) * stb; 

     

    X        =  [x124;x134;x234]; 

    Y        =  [y124;y134;y234]; 

     

    pf(tb)          = -1; 

    A(tb)           = polyarea(X,Y); 

    hole_case(tb)   = 9; 

     

else 

    x12     =   (r(1)^2 - r(2)^2 + d(1)^2)/(2 * d(1)); 

    y12     =   1/(2*d(1))*... 

                sqrt(2*d(1)^2*(r(1)^2+r(2)^2)-(r(1)^2-r(2)^2)^2-d(1)^4); 



             

    if ((r(3)^2 > ((x12-d(2)*ctp)^2+(y12-d(2)*stp)^2)) &&... 

         (r(3)^2 < ((x12-d(2)*ctp)^2+(y12+d(2)*stp)^2))) 

     % Hole case 1, no hole 

      

        X       =   0; 

        Y       =   0; 

      

        pf(tb)          = 1; 

        A(tb)           = 0; 

        hole_case(tb)   = 1; 

         

    else 

        % Hole case 2 

        x13p    =  (r(1)^2-r(3)^2+d(2)^2)/(2*d(2)); 

        y13p    =  -1/(2*d(2))*... 

                   sqrt(2*d(2)^2*(r(1)^2+r(3)^2)-(r(1)^2-r(3)^2)^2-d(2)^4); 

        x13     =  x13p*ctp-y13p*stp; 

        y13     =  x13p*stp+y13p*ctp; 

  

        x23b    =  (r(2)^2-r(3)^2+d(3)^2)/(2*d(3)); 

        y23b    =  1/(2*d(3))*... 

                   sqrt(2*d(3)^2*(r(2)^2+r(3)^2)-(r(2)^2-r(3)^2)^2-d(3)^4); 

        x23     =  x23b*ctb-y23b*stb+d(1); 

        y23     =  x23b*stb+y23b*ctb; 

         

        X       =  [x12;x13;x23]; 

        Y       =  [y12;y13;y23]; 

         

        pf(tb)          = -1; 

        A(tb)           = polyarea(X,Y); 

        hole_case(tb)   = 2; 

         

    end 

end 

end 

  

% Checking if there is a hole in both the top and bottom layer 

if sum(pf<0) == 2 

    % Choosing the smallest area 

    A       =   min([A]); 

    % Checking that the area is att least one square centimeter other wise 

    % neglected 

    if A*10000>1 

        out.pf  = -1; 

        out.A   =  A; 

    else 

        out.pf  =  1; 

        out.A   =  0; 

    end 

% If there is'nt a hole in both top and bottom the constallation is  

% regarded as water tight 

else 

    out.pf  =  1; 

    out.A   =  0; 

end 

end 



E Matlab code, probabilistic model, sheet pile toe
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%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Probabilistic simulation of holes in a jet grout column wall 

% Part of the master thesis:    Jet grouting as a method for sealing sheet 

%                               pile excavations in Swedish conditions 

% AF 262X Degree Project in Soil and Rock Mechanics 

% 2019-02-04, Changed 2019-04-01 

% Mårten Brinck and Karl Stigenius 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

clc, close all, clear all; 

  

%========================================================================== 

% Input: 

%========================================================================== 

% General input and needed variables: 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

N           =   40000;                      % Number of wall iterations 

fi          =   zeros(N,1);                 % Empty vector for failure 

                                            % indication 

                                             

dh          =   0.1;   inp.dh  =   dh;      % Height of each disc 

                                             

x           =   1:N;                        % Plot v for failure prob. 

fp          =   zeros(N,1);                 % Empty vector for logging  

                                            % failure probability 

                                             

% Input and variables needed for the layout: 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ht          =   10;     inp.ht  =   ht;     % Column depth (top) 

hb          =   ht+2;                       % Column depth (bottom) 

  

cc          =   0.7;                        % Centre-distance 

  

n           =   60;     inp.n   =   n;      % Number of columns 

  

p_mu        =   0.038;                      % Mean value position 

p_sig       =   0.02;                       % Std. div. position 

  

d_mu        =   1.00;                       % Mean value column diameter 

d_sig       =   0.12;                        % Std. div. column diameter 

d_rho       =   0.5*diff;                       % Correlation between adjacent 

                                            % columns at the same depth 

  

a_mu        =   0.005;                      % Mean value inclination 

a_sig       =   0.0025;                     % Std. div. inclination 

  

W_Area      =   ((n-1)*cc+d_mu)*(hb-ht);    % Total wall area 

W_leng      =   ((n-1)*cc+d_mu);            % Total wall length 

  

% Setting up and plotting the layout 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Lx          =   0:cc:cc*(n-1);              % Layout x-coordinates 

Ly          =   zeros(1,n);                 % Layout y-coordinates 

  

fig1        =   figure('Name','Layout'); 

plot(Lx,Ly,'b*'); hold on; axis equal;      % Plotting the column centers 

viscircles([Lx' Ly'],ones(n,1)*d_mu/2);     % Plotting the column edges 

  



% Setting up needed variables for calculation 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

sc_x        =   zeros(n,1);                 % Empty v for x-cor. at surface 

sc_y        =   zeros(n,1);                 % Empty v for y-cor. at surface 

  

Lv          =   (hb-ht)/dh; inp.Lv  =   Lv; % Levels examined 

  

XX          =   zeros(Lv,n);                % Empty matrix for x-cor. 

YY          =   zeros(Lv,n);                % Empty matrix for y-cor. 

  

AA          =   [];                         % Empty vector for individual 

                                            % hole areas 

AW          =   zeros(N,1);                 % Empty v. for total hole areas 

  

%========================================================================== 

% Calculation 

%========================================================================== 

% For loop generating layouts based on the input data for the layout and  

% the probabilistic input for the column properties. The layouts are checked 

% for holes between all possible combinations of two adjacent columns at 

% each depth and hole area is calculated if a hole appears. 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

for count = 1:N 

% Simulation of stochastic variables 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

alpha_p     =   rand(1,n)*2*pi;             % Asimuth for pos. 

  

pos         =   normrnd(p_mu,p_sig,n,1);    % Horizontal pos. of column 

  

alpha_i     =   rand(1,n)*2*pi;             % Asimuth for inc. 

beta        =   normrnd(a_mu,a_sig,n,1);    % Vertical inclination 

  

dia         =   corrdia(d_mu,d_sig,d_rho,Lv,n); % Diameter of column 

inp.dia     =   dia; 

  

% Calculation of the centre-points on the surface 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

for i = 1:n 

    sc_x(i) =   Lx(i) + pos(i) * cos(alpha_p(i)); 

    sc_y(i) =   Ly(i) + pos(i) * sin(alpha_p(i)); 

end 

  

% Calculation of X- and Y-coordinates for all discs 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

for j = 1:n 

    XX(:,j)     =   sc_x(j) + [ht:dh:hb-dh]*sin(beta(j)) * cos(alpha_i(j)); 

    YY(:,j)     =   sc_y(j) + [ht:dh:hb-dh]*sin(beta(j)) * sin(alpha_i(j)); 

end 

inp.XX  =   XX; inp.YY  =   YY;             % Setting inp-struct for possi- 

                                            % ble 3D plotting of wall 

  

% Calculating if there is a hole, and if so, the area of that hole 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F   =   zeros(Lv,n-1);                      % Empty matrix for storing 

                                            % failure indications 

A   =   zeros(Lv,n-1);                      % Empty matrix for storing 

                                            % hole areas 



  

% Double for loop checking all possible holes in the wall 

% The outer loop for each pair of columns and the inner for each level 

for t = 1:(n-1) 

    for tt = 1:Lv 

       x1   =   XX(tt,t);       y1  =   YY(tt,t); 

       x2   =   XX(tt,t+1);     y2  =   YY(tt,t+1); 

       D    =   sqrt((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2); 

       if D-dia(tt,t)/2-dia(tt,t+1)/2 >   0 

           F(tt,t)          =   -1; 

           A(tt,t)          =   (D-dia(tt,t)/2-dia(tt,t+1)/2)*dh; 

           AA(length(AA)+1) =   (D-dia(tt,t)/2-dia(tt,t+1)/2)*dh; 

       else 

           F(tt,t)  =   1; 

           A(tt,t)  =   0; 

       end 

    end 

end 

  

% Checking if there is any hole in the current wall and indicates is in a 

% vector 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

if sum(sum(F<0))>0 

    fi(count)   =   -1; 

else 

    fi(count)   =   1; 

end 

  

fp(count)       =   sum(fi<0)/count;        % Storing the current failure  

                                            % probability 

AW(count)       =   sum(sum(A));            % Calculating the total hole 

                                            % area of the current wall 

end 

  

%========================================================================== 

% Results 

%========================================================================== 

  

% Plotting the failure probability as a func. of checked walls 

figure; plot(x,fp) 

xlabel({'Number of walls checked'}) 

ylabel({'Probability for one or more holes'}) 

  

% Displaying the result 

disp(['The probability that there is one or more holes in the wall is: '... 

    ,num2str(fp(end)*100),'%,']) 

disp(['using ',num2str(N),' iterations.']) 

  

% Plotting a histogram of the hole size probability 

fig     = figure('Position',[40 80 900 400]); 

subplot(1,3,[2 3]); 

  

y_int   =   0.8; 

AW      = sort(AW); 

HA      = AW(round(length(AW)*y_int)); 

AW      = (AW/W_Area)*100; 

HA_N    = (HA/W_Area)*100; 



h       = histogram(AW,'BinWidth',0.002,'Normalization','pdf'); hold on 

plot([HA_N;HA_N],[0;3*max(h.Values)/4],'r','LineWidth',2); 

title('Results'); 

  

str1    = ['\leftarrow The hole area is ',num2str(HA_N,3),'% of the']; 

str2    = ['     total wall area with ',num2str(y_int*100),'% certainty']; 

  

str3    = ['The probability for at least one hole is 

',num2str(fp(end)*100),'%']; 

str4    = ['and the total hole area in the wall is smaller']; 

str5    = ['then ',num2str(HA,4),'m^2 with ',num2str(y_int*100),'% 

certainty.']; 

  

strr    = {{str1,str2},{str3,str4,str5}}; 

text([HA_N HA_N+0.01],[(3*max(h.Values)/5) (max(h.Values)*0.9)],strr) 

xlim([-0.01 4*(h.BinLimits(2)/5)]) 

xlabel('$Normalized\ total\ hole\ area,\ \frac{Hole\ area}{Wall\ area}, \ 

[\%]$','Interpreter','latex') 

ylabel('$Probability\ density$','Interpreter','latex') 

  

mu='<HTML>&mu;<sub>'; 

sig='<HTML>&sigma;<sub>'; 

rho='<HTML>&rho;'; 

sqm='<HTML>m<sup>2'; 

  

subplot(1,3,1); 

title('Input parameters'); 

namess  =   {'Parameter','Unit','Value'}; 

param   =   {[mu 'd'],[sig 'd'],[rho],[mu 'p'],[sig 'p'],[mu 'i'],... 

            [sig 'i'],'Number of columns "n"','cc','Top depth',... 

            'Bottom depth','Column length','Wall area','Wall length'}; 

units   =   {'m';'m';'-';'m';'m';'rad';'rad';'no.';'m';'m';'m';'m';sqm;'m'}; 

t       =   {d_mu;d_sig;d_rho;p_mu;p_sig;a_mu;a_sig;n;cc;ht;hb;... 

            hb-ht;W_Area;W_leng}; 

tab     =   [param' units t]; 

uit=uitable(fig,'RowName',[],'ColumnName',namess,'ColumnWidth',... 

            {130 50 84},'Data',tab,'Position',[50 20 265 355]); 

  

fprintf('The hole area in the examined wall will be smaller than %.3f m^2 

which \nis %.4f%% of the total wall area, with %.0f%% certainty.\n', 

(HA),(HA_N),(y_int*100)) 

  



function    dia     =   corrdia(mu,sig,rho,Lv,n) 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Sub routine for Main_Sheet_Pile_Toe.m 

% Function correlating the diameter of the columns at the same depth 

% Part of the master thesis:    Jet grouting as a method for sealing sheet 

%                               pile excavations in Swedish conditions 

% AF 262X Degree Project in Soil and Rock Mechanics 

% 2019-02-07, Changed 2019-02-08 

% Mårten Brinck and Karl Stigenius 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

% Creating a correlation matrix with a diagonal of ones and all others rho 

Rho     =   ones(n)*rho+diag(ones(n,1)*(1-rho)); 

% Creating randomly generated correlated uniform distribution for all 

% columns 

X       =   copularnd('Gaussian',Rho,Lv); 

% Converting the uniform distributions to normally distributed series with 

% the correct mean and standard div. 

dia      =   norminv(X,mu,sig); 
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